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PROLOGUE 

 

 

‘The coracle clings to my swirling waters, circling and circling. “It must be here, 

it must be here,” he gasps. Clutching the edge of the boat he bends lower and lower till 

his sharp nose is almost grazing my surface. Wild, nervy, gray-blue eyes pierce the 

gathering gloom and peer right into my soul. ‘No, no! All gone. The peepul tree, the 

hilltop temple, the Maanava … all gone.’ His jagged explosion ripples over me and 

recedes – who can hear the echoes in my depths? The desperation dies in his eyes, a 

tear drops, splatters on the edge of the coracle and is lost. He staggers back and squats. 

Rocking on his haunches he pulls out a brittle parchment from his shirt pocket like an 

eyelash from his cornea. Tapering white fingers cradle yellowing paper, and gray-blue 

eyes stare sightlessly at the fading pencil drawing. A map. Of Maanavi that lies buried 

in my bosom …’  

The wind-wafted words brushed gently past my ear. Or seemed to. Perhaps the 

river was trying to tell me something … A talking river? Absurd, you might say. But it 

isn’t. Not here, not in Maanavi, where the line between sentience and non-sentience is – 

was – always sinuous.  

Once, the brittle parchment led Kannan to his roots, lured him back to life, sort 

of. But I must not preempt him. He must tell his story his way and I must move on.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KANNAN’S ‘MAANAVI DIARY’ 



June 4, 2000  

Day 1. ~noon. 10’ by 6’ balcony behind wacky room on stilts  

 

 

The day began unremarkably. I stumbled off a rattling contraption at Maanavi 

Cross junction feeling dizzy and disoriented. Bus drivers in India live on a perpetual 

edge, along with their passengers who hang on to the broken down seats for dear life. 

‘Awesome driving. You can make it to the Grand Prix,’ I deadpanned, squinting up at the 

driver in the creeping daylight.  

The driver gawked like an outsmarted lizard. Ha! Socked by my accent-free 

Kannada, I thought – what with my balding pate of yellow as straw leftovers, quick to 

rash alabaster skin and all, not to mention the gray-blue eyes my pure blue-eyed mother 

never quite got over … ‘No one says nice things about bus drivers. Driving very low job 

sir,’ he spat.  

‘Hey! … ’ I held out my hand, contrite. The roads had been abominable and he 

had negotiated a dozen close calls through the night. He ignored the outstretched limb 

and revved up. ‘You speak Kannada like a native.’ He threw out the compromise with a 

toothy grin and ratcheted up the deserted highway.  

I stood in a haze of smoke and dust, grinning at the receding tail-lights hurtling 

on to Mangalore. When the bus became a dot I about-turned into Maanavi Cross and 

began squelching down through the densely forested slopes of the Sahyadri.  

It was a no frills trek to Maanavi, save for a mock sinister moment. A giant anthill 

lurking in the shadows rose up suddenly and confronted me like a stalking lone elephant 

[The elephant-smashed skull of a young trekker, in some reserve forest, spread-eagled in 

the midst of unopened condom packets and broken beer bottles is a fresh memory: the 

Bangalore press had played up the gore only yesterday, splashing the dead boy’s photo 

across their front pages].  

Such tightly packed, sky high trees cover the forest in a canopy so dense it traps 

all sunlight like a black hole. Here and there droplets of light escape to tease the forest 

floor. So dark was the hours’-long trek down Maanavi Cross Road, I was blinded when 



the forests suddenly thinned out and the hill descended abruptly into a Midas-touched 

vale. Ah! There she was, the repository of my roots: a sunken open valley, basking in the 

early morning sun on the banks of the crystal-encrusted Bhargavi. Yippee! A rendezvous 

with my roots at last! I slid down the steep last meters of the slope like a school boy with 

backpack, unhindered by tree or rock, sank into the bosom of Maanavi, and stretched out 

breathless, enveloped in a blanket of golden yellow till a sandgrouse and her cheeky 

chicks almost ran over me. The brown-n-black birdlings melted into the yellow to brown 

sandscape, sprinting to catch up with their mortified mother [I missed my Nikon].  

The Bhargavi had vanished from view. I sauntered down the Raja Veedhi, the 

King’s Street, letting my feet ramble over the granite-stone paved paths of grandpa’s 

map-drawn village. With the familiarity of a native, the feet turned left and led me to the 

Bhargavi: a crystal encrusted carpet stretching out to a large island in its midst and 

beyond. I ran towards the glittering and aglow river, grandpa’s rich voice propelling me: 

‘If you should ever visit the land of my … your … ancestors you must first wash your 

hands and feet in the Bhargavi. Then pay your respects to the peepul tree ...’  

The venerable peepul clung to the river bank, its giant trunk nonchalantly 

breaking beyond the platform that had tried to confine it. I slipped off my haversack and 

pulled out the turmeric sachet I’d bought at the Bangalore bus stand and stuffed into my 

jeans at the last minute. ‘… The Bhargavi is our mother, the peepul tree our god … ’ 

Grandpa’s silken voice poured into my ear as I did what the kids on the bus did before 

gorging non-stop on chips that left a film of oil on everything – the inside of the cover, 

the teeth, the fingers, and the seat on which the kids brazenly wiped their fingers before 

reaching for the water bottle. I chewed a hole in the plastic with my incisors. ‘The tree 

was born when the world was, or even before. It’s as old as Mother Earth herself, or even 

older … ’ I sat cross-legged on the cracked wide open platform and massaged the Salt of 

the Orient into the trunk of Mother Earth’s elder, feeling like a fool …  

Indeed, what a fool I was! It’s taken an awful lot of scrubbing to rid my palm of 

the yellow dye, and yet the darned thing clings on, like memories of the year-old ‘storm 

in a teacup’ that had the neighbors on our floor scrambling to dial 911.  

 

 

***  



It now seems like an incongruous plot of a B-rate hysterical piece: an amateur 

director’s shot at a tear jerker. How could not being able to lay my hands on trifling thing 

like a silly ol’ map have provoked a flare up and exposed buried resentments when I had 

even forgotten I was harboring any? How could the scrappy papyrus that kick-started 

this quest become instrumental in demolishing my decade-old marriage, going on two? 

After all, it’d been staidly sailing along with day after day of more of the same that 

nothing seemed capable of upsetting. Thinking back, I can see it began at Steve’s party. 

He introduced me to Muddu-raju who ‘mends hearts, and weaves garlands.’ I was 

intrigued and probed a bit. Turned out Muddu-raju is a renowned cardiologist, lives in 

Chicago, but continues with his family’s tradition of making flower garlands, with his 

own hands, for the temple in his ancestral village in India. The temple records, 

maintained since writing was done on palm leaves, mention Muddu-raju's ancestors by 

name. The length, weight and manner of weaving garlands are all prescribed and have 

been adhered to since generations. Muddu-raju and his brothers learned the art from 

their father who learnt from his father who learnt from his, and so the chain goes on to 

eternity in ascendancy. This amazing and unbroken continuity of the process has 

ensured that the garlands that Muddu-raju makes today could be replaced with the ones 

made eons ago with none any wiser.  

‘Steve tells me you too have roots in India,’ Muddu-raju hissed, almost asked, in a 

grating undertone, small black eyes probing my gray-blue ones and dark, firm palms 

securing my cold white fingers in an exceedingly warm clasp. ‘You must come and stay 

with us. We’ll make a trip to your ancestral village together.’ A fine-toothed smile briefly 

creased his dark face and he moved, steering me along as if taking charge of a pampered, 

problematic adolescent. I wriggled out of his clasp and left the party before he could 

plumb the depths of my ignorance, or get more provocative.  

‘Nowhere Man in a Nowhere Land making Nowhere Plans for Nobody ….’ The 

Beatles kept rocking, pounding in my head till I crashed into the basement and feverishly 

pressed nine on the elevator. I switched on every damn light in every damn room in the 

condo and launched a non-stop spring cleaning spree. I was determined to get my hands 

on that one bit of paper that would underscore my identity, let me throw out all festering 

memories of false notions of being and belonging. I had to find Grandpa’s legacy, his 

hand-drawn map, the only record of the place where my roots lay. I had to have it. 

Pronto.  



I’d no idea a craving for a rendezvous with my roots was lurking in the dumb 

recesses of my sappy subconscious till that weird interlude with Muddu-raju. If only I’d 

allowed myself to see it, this was only the tipping point. The whole thing had begun way 

back. [Anita’s always been a long-term planner.] … I’m a regular guy – an uncomplicated 

black-and-white person. But Anita’s all gray. [‘In fact it’s the right opposite’, she would 

say.] Fact is our basic instincts were incompatible. Marriage was, maybe, like a passport 

for her to permanent residency in New York, the land of her dreams. I was a gullible idiot 

in love: in love with the exotic country of her origin and once-upon-a-time mine. She 

planned and played and won the game: Anita the great calculator vs Kannan the fall guy. 

That’s the way I see it now, and that’s the way I would have seen it had I tried so hard to 

not see … Stubborn memories, sticking on like the turmeric ... Oh, to be able to pull it all 

back to stamp out that one blurp in the bleak somnolescence of a life that’s just taken a 

tumble …  

No. That isn’t true. Whether I chose the day or the day chose me, I’m truly glad I 

let the boxed devil out. One has to breakout at the saturation point or struggle on, 

suffocating. The weight of imprisoned emotions gradually crushes a person, making him 

a non-entity in his own eyes. I can’t bear to think what dad would’ve become had fate not 

intervened, bringing opportune death on him. But fate favors the fortunate few. When 

fate doesn’t help we have to coax it, or force. That’s the only way, for sure. Yet, the doubt 

smolders deep down, and scalds. Is this emancipation the making of me or the breaking? 

Because in that frenzied break out when I could stomach no more and disgorged decades 

of repressed rage like a volcano gone wild, I lost my daughter precious. That make or 

break moment also precipitated the simmering showdown with Kishori, which might 

otherwise have died without boiling over. And it lost me her, probably forever. And lost 

her to Anita who clearly seemed like the epitome of grit and grace beside the gibbering 

goof that I was that day. It hurt, and hurts.  

A history of abstemiousness and altruism – even if I have to say it myself – count 

for nothing with an offspring when the neighbors feel constrained to call 911 and you 

have the police at your door. Kishori’s glowering eyes are branded in my memory: 

accusing, decrying, ashamed. ‘Need you have screamed so dad? Now we have the police 

calling. What an awful mess you’ve gotten us into.’ I felt slapped. Chrome yellow heels 

clomped on to answer the knock [Typical of them. Why do police never ring the 

doorbell?].  

I recoiled then from the unexpected venom in Kishori’s voice, but I saw in 

hindsight: It helped her come to terms with the weight of the uncertainties that had been 



an overwhelming murky presence in our midst for long. How does a daughter ask: Dad, 

aren’t you ever gonna grow tired of this paralyzing joblessness and hour after agonizing 

hour of years of TV watching? Why is it that all I ever see you do is wipe the soot off the 

window frames [after the vehicles of New York have called it a day, almost], clean the 

toilets, vacuum the carpets, don an apron to do the dishes after cooking or ordering for 

two – just the two of us, always. ALWAYS. A heartful of suppressed questions about her 

lazy bum of a father exploded in our midst with uncensored vehemence … Yeah, the 

knock at the door that night was a defining moment for Kishori too. So, the carpets had 

been dusted out, the shadows had been released from perpetual incarceration and all 

that. Great. We could start on a new slate, I thought. But in just a few months she 

scalpeled me out like a surgeon, dumped me for her mother, left me holding the blank 

slate.  

The festering of the unasked questions had scarred her permanently. Absolutely 

wrecked up her psyche. How I wish she’d asked. There was much I could’ve said, which 

she couldn’t have known because she was just born and she was just growing up when it 

all happened ...  

What could I have done, I would’ve asked her: Your mother balked at the idea of 

‘giving up everything for the consequence of an unplanned implantation in the womb.’ 

She had no qualms about suggesting you be sucked out and dumped. Domesticity was 

only a minor diversion that had to be endured to help her career take wing. But I – I had 

no ambition. Just a passion – for a Nikon box and film rolls that brought occasional 

windfalls [and for a wife to whom to love and to make love was all in a day’s work]. But I 

could transfer the passion to the new love of my life – you, my darling daughter, my 

Kishori. I was sure there’d be a heapful of rewards and there was: The best pictures I’ve 

ever shot, the best videos I’ve ever made. I have them all in bits and bytes – every 

moment of your life that matters: From your first smile with one-and-a-half teeth, to 

your first fall and bawl – you wouldn’t imagine it possible to fall in the middle of a crawl, 

would you? to the first time you stood up … I remember the moment … oh, and how well! 

I came out from the bath, applying aftershave, and there you were, an angel, all of 

twenty-five inches, in a snow white slip, holding on to a low glass table, and standing up 

all wobbly, a look of bewilderment on your face: have I done something wrong, or have I 

done something grand? I lunged for the camera; it’s one of my best shots ever.  

I wish you’d asked, Kishori … But I’m not sorry I didn’t leave you in daycare and 

go shooting bodyscapes and landscapes. The gross memory of my third birthday haunts: 

it’s all I need to never doubt I did right. Mom came back early from work and let herself 



in through the back door, balancing candles and cake and truffles. She wanted to 

surprise us. And did she! My tiny mouth was open in a silent scream (or was it wonder?) 

and the skinny school boy was down to my throat. Mom threw a fit: the only time I’ve 

seen her show a wild side. She yowled the baby sitter down the street, cleaned my mouth 

with Clorox, belted me into the back seat, careened down to dad’s office at a speed she 

never matched before or since, and bawled all over his office table. Dad wrote to grandpa 

that night and he flew in from Pune – never to fly back.  

When Eric was born mom gave up her job. Eric never had a babysitter. Of course, 

the situation was different. Everything was different: husband, country, culture …  

Just one day – just one night – of purging my heart of all the nasty doubts, the 

lingering disappointments, the nagging feelings of being taken for granted. Just one 

night – just one hour – of emotional catharsis: is that all it takes for a loved and loving 

father to become a millstone? Just one hour in eighteen years of marital yuck vs Just one 

hour of stoic irresponsiveness to an incensed man’s tirade: is that all it takes for a 

generally non-resident mom to become a sixteen year old’s hero? The police came 

calling. ‘A mere storm in a teacup,’ Anita told them. A hug for mommy cool – ‘Mom, you 

saved the day’ [Oh, how could she keep so cool after I’d just hauled her over coals?]. And 

‘I’m ashamed of you dad.’ [The word tossed so lightly, twice in twenty minutes.]  

Two years later, under the indelible disdain of her dark eyes and under the weight 

of my lost years I cower like the barking deer which is on its afternoon walk below my 

balcony, and has just sensed the stranger in its midst  

In the calm ambiance of Maanavi, thousands of miles away from my apartment in 

New York and five hundred odd days away from the event, I can re-imagine the events 

with objectivity, even empathize with Anita and Kishori. The benefit of time confers the 

wisdom to separate the event and its cause. Yeah, my frenzied interest in tracking down 

a missing piece of parchment might count as ludicrous, loony. But then, their taunts 

piled on to the unconscious suppressions of years and transformed Dr. Jekyll into Mr. 

Hyde. But then again, it seems like divine injustice that there should have been none to 

cheer when I did find the precious scrap at last, when I was confronted all on a sudden 

with the object that’d caused such an upheaval in my life. Ironic too that I should have 

found it just when I decided to purge my apartment of the presence of the wife and the 

child who’d been. Kishori had rolled the only tangible link to my roots into a bookmark 

and stuck it in an Archies comic that tumbled out of the jumble of books, clothes, 

cosmetics, tampons, combs, toothpicks, cards, discs and odds and ends she’d stuffed into 



her shelves in an eclectic disarray. I stared stupidly at the map and at the mess. Well, it 

was I who’d encouraged her to be a free thinker…  

 

 

***  

 

Sitting on the bird-dropping artwork laced with yellow and brown peepul leaves 

on the cracked-wide-open platform, with the turmeric consecrated roots of 

tree.father.dear god embracing me, I opened my senses to the ancient valley of my 

ancestors to fill up my mind with memories to take back, to live on. As the yellow gold of 

the morning slowly lifted and revealed the village in its untinted colors I blundered out 

of the embrace, slipped off my sneakers, stood them to dry against deargod.father, and 

sensed the earth of my ancestors against my bare feet. Once again they found each other 

with the familiar intimacy of friends. I grew in confidence at every step as it seemed the 

village was all mine ...  

But, come to think of it, the Maanavi of grandpa's anecdotes was so full of life, I 

now feel cheated of a sensory bombardment. Where is Cheenu who could walk on his 

hands all the way to the hilltop temple and back? Rajamma who could tell stories to melt 

mountains? Patalamma whose beauty became such a hindrance to her that she dyed her 

face permanently purple with a fruit whose name I forget? In fact, the serenity is 

unnatural. No people, no cows, no bicycles, buffalos, goats, nothing. Deserted roads and 

hillsides, locked houses, barren fields as far as the eye can see. Hills with green and trees 

aplenty, yes, but a ghost village nonetheless. Come to think of it, again, the dish antennae 

atop most houses seem ludicrous – sentinels of the electronic age, zealously proclaiming 

the truth of the trickle-down effect that people have been waiting for since Dr. MMS and 

his boss opened up India a decade ago?  

I took out the binoculars and focused it on the distant crystals that dotted the 

Bhargavi. Something moved. A miracle? The large island in its midst glowed, lighting up 

gradually. Mesmerized, I watched, heart in mouth. A moment later my heart rolled 

quietly back to the depths. The cloud over the island had moved, and the whole land 

mass was bathed in the full light of the dawning day.  

Feeling embraced by tree roots, searching for miracles in cloud shadows, feeling 

imperial in a ghost town … Geez man! Decimate those dumb longings out to cuckold you, 



succumb not to their devilish machinations … I was just about to stick up my finger 

when, as if on cue, another miracle thrust itself, clamoring for attention. I scorned it, 

repulsed it, refused to pamper the idiosyncratic idiocy. I passed the cuckoo test. I wasn’t 

one … It came as a whisper, a miraculous, mysterious voice, as if with the wind that 

swept out of the sacred grove behind the peepul. ‘Maanavendra Maaanaveeendraaa, 

Maanaaveeendraaa …’ it droned on and on and on, prising open my deadened ears. It 

was a word I’d never before heard. Elongating the vowels, humming ceaselessly like a 

mantra, right into my ear, my head ‘Maa..na..ve..ndra Maaanaveeendraaa, 

Maanaaveeendraaa … ’ I rushed round like a madcap, tripping over creepers as thick as 

pythons, crawling over deadwood, and herbs that shot up with pungent scents the 

moment my bare feet stepped on them; I scrambled up giant trunks of ancient trees – all 

papa peepul counterparts, and scoured the shadowy acre-wide wildness in the half-light 

of the sacred grove beyond the peepul. The infuriating amorphous voice, almost human 

but not quite, kept pouring into my ear, its sound drowning out everything, permeating 

everywhere. The whisper grew louder and louder till my ears were stuffed deaf with the 

sound and I was terrified the noise was stuck in my head. Then, suddenly, abruptly, it 

stopped. The grove sank into a sinister silence. I ran out, determined to begin at the 

beginning and get to the bottom of the prankster and wallop the mischief out. I was 

determined to peer into every inch of the canopy if it took me all day.  

I was in the act of sweeping up the binoculars with the panache of a Poirot when I 

was brought up short by a most unexpected sight: slipping out of the distant horizon was 

an apparition, a female, gliding along the bund that ran beside the Bhargavi. I goggled. 

Dressed all in pale yellow, her fair face, hands and feet all smeared with turmeric, she 

seemed to be a vestige of the golden yellow ambiance that had just ebbed away. Only the 

woman’s thick, dark, knee-length hair, which hung down her back in a loose knot, and 

swung from side to side as she came loping towards the sacred grove convinced me I 

wasn’t seeing things in addition to hearing things. Swiftly, and rather inexplicably now 

that I think of it, I tried to merge into the shadows in the sinister grove. Secure in 

obscurity I watched the apparition take out a ball of viscous turmeric paste from the 

coconut shell in her hand and apply it to the base of the peepul tree, over the turmeric 

powder I’d rubbed in just a while ago. When her hand touched my sneakers she 

grimaced, stopped and looked around. I emerged from the shadows.  

‘Oh, … ’ her black eyes grew huge and round ‘Yours?’ she asked, looking from gray 

eyes and blonde leftovers on balding pate to gray-yellow Hi-Tec V-Lite shoes, swiftly 



painting over her surprise with disgust. ‘You could have dried them on a boulder; for us 

the tree is sacred, you know.’  

I stepped into the boots, feeling my ears red hot, and caught myself muttering 

‘Sorry’. Heck!  

That was my introduction to Kamala.  

Minutes later I was walking along the bund with her. ‘Maa…na..veeendraaa, 

Maa..na..veeendraaa,’ I giggled. ‘Had to let off the ghoul in deference to your tempting 

invitation to brunch,’ I said.  

‘Oh, the tree spoke to you!’ She was visibly, genuinely distraught. ‘It never has, to 

me.’  

‘Oh, I’m sorry,’ I apologized again, idiotically, embarrassed as if caught 

shoplifting on CCTV. ‘… But you know, I’m not sure I heard right. The tree – I mean the 

peepul tree we just met under – did you say it actually speaks?’ I tried dripping disbelief 

to disguise the revealing soprano.  

‘Hmm. Why?’ She gave no quarter. Instead, she casually moved from the story of 

the speaking tree to the related story of Vruddha, the oldest resident of Maanavi: The 

ninety or hundred or hundreds something guy (whose age no one knows, says Kamala) 

to whom the extraordinary, amorphous being.or.thing that had just deigned to share a 

word with me, has told reams of stories.  

‘Quaint. Incredible actually,’ I said, gratefully wriggling out of the phantasmagoric 

moment. Stretch a story too far, my girl, and you let the audience off the hook, even if 

they’re starved for a miracle to put some zing back into their dead as wood life.  

Kamala lives in the Priests Colony. Alone. The colony is as deserted as the rest of 

Maanavi. Teak wood beams, rosewood pillars and cobwebs support country-tiled roofs 

that go up and down over the moss-held walls of her residence – a larger-than-life classic 

kid’s ‘My Home’ surrounded on three sides by a compound protected by claustrophobia-

inducing walls that could keep out armies. The living quarters extends, end to end, 

against the fourth wall. The rooms on the ground floor stand dusty and desolate around 

a central open courtyard the foyer opens out to.  

‘I come down to cook and live upstairs otherwise,’ Kamala said, forestalling my 

grimace. Her husband, Mohan, lives in Mysore. Odd. I filed that away with other nagging 

questions for later. There were several, but Kamala wouldn’t be interrupted. In any case I 

was mesmerized by the continuous flow of Queen’s English and too taken up with the 



delicious spread – curd rice, coconut chutney and greens, freshly plucked and cooked to 

olfactory and total sensory perfection. Her language and demeanor, the place and her 

persona: a conglomeration of contrasts; questions, questions, questions. But the time to 

ask was not yet. Her fresh chatter cocooned me in a forgotten comfort. [What luxury the 

natural rise and fall of an expressive voice to one inured to mechanical interactions with 

fellow humans and the toys that occupy them.] In any case, Kamala’s even more in need 

of the comfort: ‘My only companion has gone to graze. She’ll be back in the evening. You 

can set the clock by cows,’ she said, the candor absolute. There was no sense of the 

absurd, not even a hint of a smile.  

Kamala dumped me in this single room log hut on stilts when she discovered I’d 

nothing to do with Ronbee and Minnie – whoever they are. ‘Ronbee and Minnie have 

gone to town. Would you like to wait for them here or in their tree house?’ Kamala asked, 

post-brunch.  

‘Ronbee and Minnie?’ My vacant drawl shut off her chatter.  

She had mistaken me for a pal of theirs from Norway - Bergen to be exact. ‘Folks 

keep dropping in to meet Ronbee. With your pale skin and gray blue eyes, naturally I 

thought __’ And then she began to ask questions. At last, I got a chance to talk, though 

briefly.  

I’m now sitting on a deck chair in the ten by six balcony at the rear of this measly 

‘room’, a relic of some luxury resort's wacky plans to build villas in Maanavi: A bare four-

walled cubbyhole on an elevation, with sloping bamboo rafters supporting an organic 

(read straw) roof. A seven-stepped wooden ladder on its last legs leads to a narrow ledge 

on which you teeter and unlatch a door-knob – a grotesque, giant tic-tac-toe on hinges. 

The anti-cyclic movement of the circular piece of metal sets in motion the bamboo and 

cane contraption curtained with wire mesh, which professes to be the front door of the 

log cabin. Mercifully, the door creaks open inwards and you stumble in instead of 

tumbling down. You would trip over one, if there was a cot, which there isn’t. There’re 

just a couple of reed mats and a thicker reed pile for a pillow. The attached bath has just 

ventured into the pre-modern: a wrought iron bucket, mug and loo – will do, has to. The 

only plus: the cabin’s just a hop, skip and jump from the rear entrance of Kamala's. And 

the view. It’s capital! Just virgin green all the way from down below my balcony to the 

Bhargavi. Trees, stocky and tall, heave and fall with the landscape, knock at the windows 

in the room, peep into the balcony and generally register their presence.  



The wind and the birds have quietened. The shadows are turning darker. The 

ancient peepul looms only in silhouette. I’m going back to Kamala’s to drown in some 

more effervescent womanliness – and to have some tulsi tea. Coffee too is promised, if 

Ronbee and Minnie [whoever are they!] get the stuff.  



June 5, 2000.  

Balcony. Midnight or thereabouts.  
 

 

 

It’s pitch black outside the aura of the flashlight. The watch is inside the room and 

I’m not sure about the time. But there’s one thing I know. I got to meet that guy – 

Vruddha – first thing tomorrow. I gotta ask him what blasted stories he has been 

‘blessed’ to hear. Rendered by the bodiless Voice that frequents these parts.  

 

***  

 

I was dead to the world, or must have been, because when the paranormal activity 

began, I bolted.jolted up and out the measly reed mat on which I’d spread myself in the 

balcony, looking forward to a cool night’s slumber under starry splendor.  

‘I salute the king of the earth who was born at my feet tens of hundreds of years 

ago … ’ declared a – The – whispery Voice, casually bursting into the balcony, out of the 

blue – black, to be precise.  

The tone and tenor left no room for doubt. It was the Maa..na..ven..draa drawler 

again. I peered, bleary-eyed, into the darkness and found strangers lurking in every still 

silhouette. Was the Voice determined to drive me nuts? On the other hand, maybe I’d 

just been dreaming … but there was no time to speculate; the Voice was droning on.  

‘… This night, another year has passed since his mother left him, fresh from her 

womb, and walked to a watery grave in the sacred Bhargavi’.  

Who-what-why? Hang on! I scrambled to shrug off the fuzz that was muzzling my 

thinking. What a startling opening pitch! But the questions had to wait; there was no way 

to ‘pause’ the amorphous voice. It simply kept streaming in, filling the balcony with 

intrigue, placing the words smooth and clear, close.so.close to my ear.  

 

***  



I’d been soaking in Kamala’s woman-ness all evening – my first tryst with the 

feminine gender in two years in any way remotely meaningful. Smooth lips yielding to 

ceaseless chatter, soft curves straining against cotton fabric with every twist and shrug – 

my eyes delighted in the treat till she shooed me away brusquely: ‘You’ve just about an 

hour to count sheep. Nine sharp, power goes. Every night.’ The country’s rustic millions 

are stuck.still with twelve hours or more of power shutdown daily she chup-chupped.  

‘Hey, don’t tell me! There’re dish antennae atop most houses here.’ I wasn’t going 

to be fobbed off without an argument.  

‘An anachronism, if that word fits what you know I mean. Ciao,’ she tinkle-

laughed, halfway up to her quarters in the first floor, to which I wasn’t invited. ‘I can’t 

sleep without the fan, pa, and so can’t you. Think of it as force-sleep, like force-feed. 

You’ll sleep soundly and thank me for it tomorrow.’  

Difficult to believe the day comes to an end soon after sunset for a tenth of the 

world one and a half centuries after the light bulb.  

I tried to countsheep.forcesleep and all that, but a reed mat on a hardwood floor 

is not exactly sleep-inducing. Feeling stupid after my sheep outnumbered the rustic 

millions, I rolled over and gently pulled out a dogeared.donkey-yeared Wodehouse from 

the haversack. The Earl of Elmsworth was just flicking a speck of dust from his sleeve 

and smiling a quiet smile after pottering peacefully in his idyllic gardens, when the fan 

whined down and suddenly all was dark and silent. The 24-hour Rolex glowed in eerie 

fluorescence – hour hand plumb on XXI, minute hand moving away from XXIV – Nine 

sharp. I've been misled about Indian Standard Time. And the half score trusty tomes that 

seemed eminently capable of seeing me through a fortnight of television-free nights now 

seem a pathetic choice.  

My first instinct was to switch on the flashlight and continue grinning through 

Blandings Castle in semi-darkness. It was familiar territory, after all. But a yawn came 

on. I tried to burrow into the reed mat. But my pampered back protested. Besides, my 

neck stiffly resisted the thicker reed head-prop. Overnight spondylitis seemed a bona 

fide threat. I dumped reed mat and head prop for sleeping bag. Heck! Wrong choice. 

Again. [Why do options lumber into my life and array themselves making it seem like 

I’m Fortune’s most favored?] Feeling claustrophobic in the stifling ten on twelve cabin I 

dumped the sleeping bag, along with Kamala’s warning to not sleep in the open at night, 

rolled up the reed mat, kicked aside the ‘pillow’, and stepped onto the balcony. Death 

due to poison from insects and cobras is preferable by far to death due to suffocation.  



The view from the balcony is terrific, even more so by night, even more from a 

supine position: dark shrubbery, tall trees, short ones, sturdy, and slim, all crowd 

together in a dense, unstructured potpourri that extends all the way to the moonlit 

waters of the distant Bhargavi. And the air is so fresh, fragrant and easy to breathe. What 

a trade-off we’ve opted for: Progress? Heck!  

On the other hand, who wants to grope in the dark for fifty percent of the day?  

But on the other hand, just look at the sky: a grand, star spangled banner in 

space. What a spectacle. Why did I leave my Nikon behind, unpacking, re-packing and 

unpacking it again? Wrong decisions, wrong choices, misjudgments – speckling my life, 

heckling my dreams …  

I fought off the familiar blueness threatening to squeeze out all joy and hang me 

out like a solitary weather-beaten scarecrow. I grappled with the tentacles of thought 

greedily reaching out to the blueness, whipped them to the course like their boss that I 

am, and latched them on to the first distraction available: the peepul tree menacingly 

dark over my naked toes. The vast, unmistakable canopy suddenly seemed to loom over 

everything: What might be the stories it had told Maanavi’s oldest, ageless whatsisname? 

Never mind. I had at least a word. Kamala had none. ‘Maa-na-veeen-draaa,’ I mouthed, 

then again, venturing to give voice to the strange word, and yet again louder, bolder in 

my aloneness, trying to mimic the slow, melodic, mantraic intonation I’d heard in the 

sacred grove.  

At that point of time I was still awake, self-consciously elongating the vowels. But 

then the goddamn bodiless Voice unsettled me with talk of the abandoned infant, and I 

can’t vouch for the state of my consciousness. Over the next several minutes or hours, in 

monotonic prose that I could follow for most part, the Voice told me a most 

extraordinary tale: The black and white faced short eared owl flew in from the dark 

heights yonder, swooped across the Bhargavi, and stood over the orphaned infant. 

Wings spread, it sheltered him against the pouring rain. Stiff as a stone, with wings 

aloft, all through the night.  

I could almost picture the scene. The Voice made it come creepily alive. Mother 

dumps baby and drowns, owl comes – of course, I stood a common ole barn owl for the 

exotic white-n-black or black-n-white faced short eared one – but I couldn’t let my mind 

wander; there was no way to pause or re-play the narration ...  

Then it was dawn. The priest of the hill-top temple trundled down to draw water 

from the Bhargavi. He came, and he saw the owl. And, he saw the infant. A gusty 



ejaculation from the depths of his being tore through his parched lips, and he 

prostrated before them. The owl flew away, its duty done. The priest gathered up the 

baby and ran up, new strength in his spindly legs, and tolled the bell of the hill-top 

temple. The miracle had come to pass. The scriptures had spoken the truth. The village 

had to be aroused.  

‘Maanavendra, the king of the earth, is born,’ he declared. ‘Brought down from 

the heavens in God’s own vehicle.’  

. ‘The owl, the owl,’ the villagers clamored. ‘We want to see The Owl.’  

The priest mutely pointed to the sky. A crushing silence descended.  

‘Now the prosperity of the village is assured,’ the priest proclaimed, holding up 

the child for all to see, and the villagers burst into spontaneous prayer.  

When Maanavendra was born the Bhargavi still ran the course her Creator had 

laid, but her waters had lost their sparkle. The priest still tolled the bell in the hill top 

temple every morning and every night, but only by way of habit. No footfalls disturbed 

Arupa Parama-ananda, the Nameless Formless Lord of the temple; none bothered the 

bees and bats that now owned his palace.  

The land still had many mouths to feed, but her yield could not sustain even the 

shrunken stomachs of the village's dwindling numbers. Man was beginning to forget 

that the animal and the tree are his brothers and we all one day have to go back to the 

Earth from which we are born.  

If you wink at the fancy folklorish bits the story seemed so contemporary. I raised 

my hand to seek a clarification. ‘Did you say this happened tens of hundreds of years 

ago?’ My voice plopped into a vacuum like a frog in a pond, but caused no ripples. The 

amorphous creature wasn’t entertaining questions.  

The priest nurtured the abandoned infant with utmost care, believing it to be his 

sacred duty. But when he was nine, the boy left. ‘I must seek that knowledge which is 

closer to life,’ he said.  

‘So may it be if that be the divine will,’ blessed the priest.  

The wailing villagers followed the slight figure in traditional white cotton dhoti, 

dark upper torso bare and hair tightly knotted at the back, till he stopped and gently 

signaled to them to turn back. Still they followed him with their eyes till the tears dried 

on their faces, till the lad could be seen no more.  



I watched his receding form clambering over the wooded slopes in the distance, 

undeterred by reptile, bird or animal. I watched him till he became a speck in the 

distance, till he became one with the dark and distant forests.  

He returned two decades later, the boy now a man. Bark garments hung loose 

on his tall, gaunt frame. Masses of hair, golden, wild and long, covered his face and his 

head. But none who had known him could fail to know him again. And none who 

beheld him could doubt he was indeed king among men. His dark face shone like a 

gemstone. A radiance draped itself around his frame like a second skin. At the sight of 

his smile all worries and sorrows were scorched. At the sound of his voice peace 

prevailed. With him came a hundred disciples who called him Maanavendra, the king 

of men.  

Every evening, from sundown till stars lit up the heavens, Maanavendra spoke, 

sitting at my feet. His hundred disciples lit a hundred oil lamps and the villagers who 

flocked to him, sat mesmerized.  

‘Happiness is the ultimate goal,’ he would say and everyone would nod, heartily. 

‘The one in good health alone can find happiness,’ he would say and they would all 

agree, solemnly. ‘And, only a state of complete spiritual, physical and mental well-

being can lead to good health’, he would say __  

This was too much. Yoohoo, I interrupted. Plagiarism most blatant, I hollered. 

Hey, substitute ‘social’ for ‘spiritual’ and that's the W.H.O's definition of health I 

catcalled, but there was no stopping the Voice. By absurdly indignantly plopping frogs in 

a vacuum I’d only end up losing the story thread. I shut up and lent my ears unasked.  

Kings and common people from near and far, seers and scholars from many 

lands, the curious and the devout, all came to hear his words. Many stayed on for some 

time, many for ever more.  

Maanavendra did not tell tales of gods and demons; his were stories of common 

people and their lives. And people learned how to cope with their problems.  

He did not ask people to observe rites and rituals; he spoke of customs and 

practices that have stood the test of time. And people reclaimed the knowledge they had 

lost and reaped good health and prosperity.  

He gave no erudite sermons on what is good and what is bad. He simply 

narrated incidents from what he observed every day. And people became noble and 

wise.  



He made no rules, but people stopped desecrating the river, tormenting the 

animals, and ravishing the forests.  

He did not claim the authority of the scriptures or the saints and sages of yore, 

but to the people his word was law.  

He performed no miracles, threatened none with punishment, yet people 

considered it a crime to do that which would pain him.  

They knew he belonged to none, not even to the priest, yet everyone felt the king 

of men was theirs to love and cherish. Young and old, man and Nature, delighted in his 

company.  

Soon, the village got a name. Uttara-halli, the nondescript ‘northern village’, 

became Maanavendrana-gudi, the temple of Maanavendra. And Maanavendranagudi 

became a haven of happiness and prosperity.  

For a hundred years and more Maanavendra lived thus and spoke thus till one 

new moon night, two vile men – a disciple and another – carried his sleeping form, tied 

him and threw him into the Bhargavi __  

What, what!!!? I scrambled to get up to speed. This was totally unexpected. A 

disaster. You can’t have the hero of the story killed off without warning. But the Voice 

wasn’t pausing. I swallowed the shock and simply hung on to the words.  

 

… But I saw him rise up again some hours later, on yonder shore.  

I pumped my fists in the air. I almost whistled. Wow! What a knockout!  

I followed his receding form, luminous like the moon on that moonless night, till 

he became just a sparkling speck in the dark, distant forest, and till I could see the speck 

no more.  

For tens of hundreds of years I have waited for him. Another ten into ten 

hundred years I will willingly wait, for can another like him ever be?  

On this doomful note the story ended, leaving me pulling the remaining few 

yellow strands from my balding pate. My ears had become absurdly, incredibly hot. I sat 

on the reed mat and massaged them with my ice-candy cold wintry white fingers, not 

exactly sangfroid about sleeping in the balcony now that night temperatures in Maanavi 

seemed so unpredictable. At the same time, it’d be awful to be seen slinking back into the 

room like a lily-livered wimp before the Voice.  



I look up to see the peepul tree and the Bhargavi. The tranquility of their silent 

silhouettes makes the experience I’ve just recorded seem incredible, but the dark 

undulating landscape beginning from below the balcony reeks of many more stifled 

mysteries. The flashlight dims and my dilemma is resolved. Claustrophobia seems a 

better option than complete darkness.  

 

 

***  

 

I felt my way back to the center of the room, dead flash in hand, reed mat a 

lopsided cylinder under my arm. The fluorescence lay blinking under the inert fan, 

glowing giant Roman numerals in eerie green: I.X. It is the only keepsake I chose, deaf to 

mom’s persistent urging to ‘take more. There’re so many nice things of dad.’  Dad’s tastes 

were weird, but the watch was on him till he was put in the coffin.  



 

June 5, 2000: DAY 2 [contd.]  

Catching the last dregs of the day’s power.  
 

 

 

No Vruddha.  

Disappointing.  

‘He’s gone to the podu’ Kamala trilled and made the Maanava land seem like 

Xanadu concealed behind an iron curtain: ‘…Gardens bright with sinuous rills … forests 

ancient as the hills … But don’t try to get there. Ever. No stranger should. In any case, 

you can climb all the way up and down every hill but you’ll never find the Maanava. 

Unless they want you to.’  

Oh, really?  

No more weird happenings either. Stories that came with the pre-dawn, streamed 

in by voices on the sly. Tall tales of owls, intrigue and Maanavendra … Was it just this 

morning? Did I land in Maanavi just yesterday?  

I’m preoccupied. Possessed? All day I’ve been on edge, anticipating a sensation. 

But there was just this bizarre ‘accident.’ Got my butt well and truly stuck in a hole. 

Stuck.pachak as Kamala would say. I was mid-route on the steep, two-mile long climb up 

a clear tough rocky face to the ageless hill-top temple under a cloudless, sun-drenched 

sky, fuming inside corduroy trousers and formal shirt. [Had I known the village was so 

shorn of people I wouldn’t have bothered to refresh my wardrobe with decent ware.] A 

two-feet high cuboidal ‘dressed’ granite block with a hole on top invited me to relax: sit, 

stare and then proceed, it seemed to say. No sooner did I gratefully accept its offer and 

rest my butt than my feet were up and dangling feebly. I thrashed about, cursed and 

struggled, and scrambled out, sending the squirrels scurrying. The cheeky beady eyeds, 

the only sentient beings that got to watch my antics, set up a rant, beating down their 

tails, shrieking out their hearts. Suddenly it struck me – the implement that had 

got.caught my butt was a huge grinding stone. Which cuckoo would store a kitchen 

implement on a hill slope!  The ageless sanctuary of the formless one, Arupa Parama 



Ananda of grandpa’s stories, stood stark against the sun, its naked tower soaking in the 

heat and transmitting it to the raw granite temple walls. The solidity and warmth 

reassured my palms and forehead. For a few blissful moments I stood with back to the 

world, easing palms, arms, forehead, nose, lips against the warmth. Some things in life 

never crumble. They live on despite neglect, doughty despite the desolation.  

‘Great survivor, I’ll be back.’ I made the pact with myself. The structure listened in 

glorious silence. Inside the locked doors, no doubt the promise echoed and reached the 

ears of the abstract entity worshipped by an amazingly advanced people who lived ages 

ago.  

Arupa Paramananda: That which isn’t and that which is  

Is he both or is he neither?  

Why shut minds in numbing negotiations  

of ordinariness?  

Dwell instead on the boundless bliss  

of the Formless One, the Highest Bliss:  

Arupa paramananda.  

The mumbled eloquence squirted from the musty recesses of my subconscious, 

like the last drops of Crystal Clean on the glass. Gran’pa would be pleased.  

On the way downhill I united pestle with mortar. I found the smooth-bottomed 

cylindrical former orphaned in the undergrowth along the path and lugged the 

stunner.tonner down to make the mortar-pestle pair whole. And to incidentally insure 

against future accidents like mine.  

‘A fatter man would’ve been stuck for good,’ Kamala laughed, when I told her, 

hands holding another pestle, pestle poised in the centre of a flat granite stone on which 

she was grinding chutney.  

‘A cow for a companion by day, a cranky revolving fan’s racket for a lullaby. Could 

anyone live like this day after day, year after year? I simply had to fill my life with chores 

till you came along.’  

Kamala paused as if waiting for a response from me, patted the chutney with her 

fingers and decided it needed to be ground some more. I know, I wanted to reassure her. 

I’m a past master at pretend busy-ness, making work expand to occupy time.  



I was also on the verge of sharing the fantastic story of Maanavendra home-

delivered by the tree or the Voice or whatever. But she wasn’t looking at me, and the 

story seemed too bizarre in broad daylight. So I just sat back and let my eyes wander 

over the dark damp hair sweeping over her back, hugging her haunches.  

‘When words are scarce they’re seldom spoken in vain.’ She resumed talking and 

grinding. ‘I talk too much: garbage. S dot dot t. You Americans have the right word for it.’ 

She stopped grinding and clenched her turmeric yellowed fingers into the brownish 

green mass on the stone. ‘But it’s a role I must play or go mad. It wasn’t like this, you 

know, when I came here …’ Her husky voice was flowing all over me. ‘Mine was what is 

called in India a love marriage __’ My insides squeezed against themselves and froze. 

The last time my heart turned to ice, Kishori had been decorating the Christmas tree 

with her new ‘hero’, a month before they packed up and dumped me …  

 

 

***  

 

Anita would start on a carol, Kishori would join; Kishori would start another, 

Anita would chirp along. It went on and on and on.  

‘I was the one born and brought up here; your mother just happened to land here 

courtesy me, dammit.’ I exited, screaming within, and turned green, yellow, purple, sick 

in the blackness of the basement.  

When Kishori was doing it with me, year after dreary year for twenty years, 

decorating a Christmas tree was just a silly ritual that couldn’t be wished away. Open 

box, stand tree; get the old bells and baubles, add some gold and glitter for garnish and 

we were through. The whole thing would be set up in a jiffy. Kishori never sang with me; 

Anita was never there. And I never let on I knew the darn jingles. Mom is a memory that 

hurt, hurts …  

Dratted memory scraps like newspaper leftovers after a rat’s feast.  

 

 

***  



I lent my mind back to the husky voice that had been flowing over me 

mechanically. ‘Even men swoon over Mohan, like over that Greek God … Adonis,’ she 

was saying.  

I smiled a non-smile – a question; but the expression on Kamala’s face held. It 

had just been a manner of speaking, not a clue to her husband’s intimate preferences.  

‘But I hardly noticed; it was just his voice and his words.’ She’d peeped into the 

lecture hall to see the owner of the voice – ‘like the sound of the ocean on a silent night,’ 

and stayed on spellbound by the talk. ‘Panini, Patanjali, Gautama, Aryabhata, 

Varahamihira, Bhaskara, Bhasa, Kalidasa: the nonsense names became people, poetry, 

math and music to me.’ They had, to me too, I wanted to say. On those endless spring 

nights in Boston …  

 

 

***  

 

The raconteur in grandpa needed the scent of spring to blossom. Lying down on 

the lawn I’d let his stories take me to the starlit skies. Boston had become home by then, 

and grandpa my pal. [my only pal, but exclusively mine.] But I would see dad’s Newton, 

Galileo and Neils Bohr, Shakespeare and Shaw in grandpa’s stories from his land of long 

ago – which became mine too, slowly.slowly.  

Dad inherited grandpa’s story-telling talent as I think I have. Was there ever a 

night Kishori would sleep without a story? When I rid the apartment of memories of her 

and her mother I had to make three trips to the library. To dump the books and movies 

we’d laughed over, cried over and turned to again and again till our speech was saturated 

with borrowed dialogues. Till we felt like we’d just popped out of the books and movies 

to air ourselves on earth for a while … Rat’s feast … damn!  

 

 

***  

 



… So they met and so they married, in secret – Kamala and Mohan. They 

exchanged vows in the hill top temple in Maanavi with the groom himself doubling up as 

the priest, in August 1986, less than a year after they’d met and loved on the sly, soon 

after Kamala had completed her Masters. They left for Mysore to seek her parents' 

blessings within hours of becoming man and wife by mantra.  

‘We got neither their permission nor their blessings,’ she mimicked, and squinted 

at me sideways. I mimed the fiddler. She smiled and got back to grinding the chutney. 

‘By a quirk of fate they’re now chums; Mohan lives with my parents,’ she said, lips drawn 

in a droll expression half helpless, half amused.  

‘Why are you here then?’ I couldn’t stop myself.  

‘I didn’t want to be owned back. My father declared he’d ‘disowned’ me after the 

wedding. Mom went along; she always did.’ The plastered smile hid a hurt this time. I 

knew. I know the damage moms can do.  

Kamala's sister, whom she dismissed as a ‘moron’, had just then married a 

‘dummy’ in a ‘puppet ceremony arranged by parents in the good old-fashioned way.’ 

They were on their honeymoon and couldn’t be informed of Kamala's wedding.  

Her brother, ‘whose interests and life begin and end at the desktop,’ couriered her 

an expensive perfume and a Happy Wedding card from Silicon Valley - the real one. ‘I 

never use perfume – never have. He must’ve forgotten. But I’ve got the bottle still; comes 

in handy to cool my temples on a hot day,’ she smiled to camouflage the scorn. [I’ve 

never missed having a sibling – a real one, not a half-one across the Atlantic – and if this 

is all such relationships are about I can miss them even less.]  

Mohan's brother sent them some prasadam, sweets in a paper cover, blessed by 

the head of the sect he’d joined. ‘The hallowed delicacy, decorated with mould, reached 

us, a month after our wedding, all the way from Rishikesh. A visual and olfactory 

spectacle.’ Kamala twitched her nose and we laughed, enjoying her disgust. [All 

associations trashed in one grand sweep. Kamala delights in her orphaned status.]  

When she married Mohan, the hill-top temple was opened every day [‘Mohan 

wouldn’t have had work otherwise’] and, there were serpentine queues descending down 

to the foothills when prasadam was distributed: the hereditary temple cook’s skill was 

the stuff of legend. The weekly village market was put together every Thursday. 

Hundreds from all the hamlets around converged for this santhe; on festive occasions, 

the numbers swelled to thousands. Till five or ten years ago there were schools too in the 



valley, with Mohan teaching in Maanavi’s government school [the state-run schools have 

no names; they’re just called primary school or higher primary school or high school – 

with government a permanent prefix.]  

‘People started leaving in a trickle only after the TV came; and then the trickle 

became a flood and washed the village clean. Even Mohan left. Only Vruddha didn’t. He 

stays put, and lives on ___.’  

At this point a Land Rover straight out of ‘The Great Train Robbery’ rattled up 

and the mystery of the odd couple was resolved. Minnie and RonB [B not Bee, I was told] 

climbed out of the contraption and handed over some grocery and things (coffee?) before 

chugging off. ‘To catch the dregs of power before the shutdown,’ Meenakshi, who calls 

herself Minnie, shrugged and waved. Incredibly slim and sprightly Minnie makes me feel 

like a fossil. Beside her RonB looks like a Sumo wrestler. Eyebrows peaking above 

sparkling black-diamond eyes, teeth lost in the midst of abundant salt and pepper facial 

hair in contrast to a bald as an egg head – he sure seems a strange guy.  

‘Why the B?’ I managed to squeeze in as he slid behind the wheel like a reptile. 

‘Eccentricity is an important quality for scientists,’ Ranganathan Bharadwaj guffawed, 

and sputtered off.  

I sauntered back to my hut so as not to be the only one to miss out on the dregs of 

power. Kamala, in any case, reiterated her addiction to the fan’s lullaby.  

I’ve rolled out the reed mat and camped indoors for the night. Must find out if 

someone has the key to the temple door. Kamala’s Mohan would know.  



June 6, 2000.  

DAY 3. The ‘new normal’ writing hour: somewhere between 

midnight and daybreak.  
 

 

 

Do grinding stones speak? Even in dreams? Even in Indian movies? Believe me, 

they sing. This one that came in my dream did. I’m dumbstruck by my brazen record of 

this in indelible ink. But one gets to wake up from a dream if and only if one has been 

asleep, right? Therefore, a record of anything that happened in the last few minutes 

before I got up cannot be a record of anything but the stuff of a dream. Now since that bit 

is clarified, let me get to the caveat: Anything can happen in a dream. More so if you 

happen to dream in incredible India. So mortars and pestles spouting ditties are par for 

the course …  

As I bumble along, putting pen to paper by the flashlight, I’m still half-asleep, 

having been shaken and stirred out of a deep sleep of the undisturbed kind by a [the?] 

grinding stone. The implement traipsed in with silent pestle swinging in tow. I wouldn’t 

swear to it black and blue, but from what I recollect of the gray granite block in which I 

got stuck.pachak, the gyrating partners seemed to be the very same couple I’d united 

recently. Crazy all right, even creepy. But the damn thing sang, and in rhyme, no less, 

just to add to the quaintness of the whole damn affair.  

So have I heard and so have I seen;  

Lies that are known hide the truth within.  

The little flower died not inside the well  

(it's not that she slipped and fell):  

Hit on the head,  

thrown in dead.  

Red with her blood is the bell.  



What does the ditty mean? Dunno. Does it mean anything at all? Dunno. Why did 

the dumb block choose me to entertain? Dunno. Why then have I thought it fit to get up 

and jot down the rhyme at this abnormal hour? Dunno. What’s the hour, in any case? 

The eerie fluorescence is not on my person. So don’t know, again. Since nothing is known 

or seen save the spooky specter of a flashlight-made shadow (mine) looming like a 

mortal presence, I’d just like to get back to sleep if I may be allowed by the trees and the 

stones and the ghostly Voice that haunts this darned place.  

 

 

Day 3 [contd].  

Late evening, just back after an adventure RonB wants to be 

kept secret.  
 

 

The day – the real one, which turned up as usual despite the paranormal 

inauguration – began with coffee at Kamala’s. Nothing in its sedate sameness prepared 

me for the way it’s just ended: with RonB and me escaping death by a whisker. Had the 

arrow found its mark, I or he or we might now be roast meat over some cannibalistic 

camp fire. Whew!  

 

 

***  

 

Kamala had just milked her companion and turned her out to graze on the lush 

wilds of Maanavi. With a nod in my direction the bovine had hardly made her stately way 

out of the back gate leaving in her wake the metallic music of the bell around her neck 

when I was being treated to coffee freshly filtered the old fashioned way. [How can I ever 

again drink a beverage made with milk poured out of a carton?] I was just going to 

compliment Kamala and her companion when Minnie and RonB sauntered in. Minnie 



wanted to catch up on the local gossip, she said, exchanging a wink with Kamala. The 

scientist was leaving to ‘scour the slopes for odonates.’  

‘Dragonflies and damselflies ,’ Kamala clarified.  

‘RonB will tell you they’ve been on earth for more than 250 million years and 

were the first creatures that took to air,’ Minnie expanded, kindly blowing away the wool, 

or so I thought. But just a convenient launchpad to dispatch me, I was soon to learn.  

‘Two fifty million years, wow! It’s a thought that stings: hadn’t dad and grandpa 

been less vigilant, I would’ve rendered wingless scores more of the ancients,’ I 

pontificated, embarrassingly earnest even to my own ears. ‘We need to tell kids more of 

this kind of thing. The boys may think twice before indulging __’  

Heck! Some deprivations become global indicators of what’s wrong with our 

world, but many others, like ‘starved of social interaction’, never make it. When your 

daily quota of conversation has dwindled to no more than a chore, you begin to choke 

over words and the flow becomes forced, if at all there’s a flow. ‘ __ You know, girls don’t 

seem to have this sort of sadistic streak; mystery to me why the human male isn’t a 

beneficiary of this benevolence.’ Contrived lightness, but the best I could do.  

‘Hey! Interesting observation, Kanns – may I call you Kanns? RonB’s on a 

sabbatical to study the creatures. Want to go with him?’ Minnie winked and I started – at 

the suggestion, not the wink.  

‘Yes, of course… Um … I mean, if RonB doesn’t mind a millstone round his neck 

__’  

Minnie the great manipulator. Kannan, always the sucker.  

How like a woman is woman, intrinsically: Despite all fervent feminist 

protestations or embrace of all things anti-feminine. ‘No, no … no kids, Kanns. We’re 

nomads – RonB and I. We’re too much in love with life. Parenting’s too complex, too 

many compromises. There’d be too little time to live life like we do – like we want to. 

That’s way too many ‘too’s. Edit them out, Kanns. Okay? In our scheme of things its 

always adventure over ambition. Penny-pinching minimalist tramps that’s what we are, 

eh RonB? A common pool of unisex garments pulled out from a single suitcase that’s 

never known what it is to be empty. That makes up our one and only property. No, 

Kanns. We aren’t cut out for kids.’  

Are they missing something! But then again, are they?  



Wonder if Kamala and Mohan have been ‘cut out’ for kids. Another question filed 

away.  

 

 

***  

 

RonB plunged enthusiastically into the steep, forbiddingly forested slopes that lay 

west of the hill-top temple determined to scour the unexplored areas even if it took all 

day, and I followed recklessly. He’d found some interesting six-legged creatures and 

‘netted’ and ‘enveloped’ them. But he hadn’t even glimpsed yet the ones he’d come for: 

those that the ‘good old professor’, GR, had been ‘beleaguering’ him about. Prof. Gundu 

Rao, ‘a physicist by profession and a conservationist by inclination’ had made a rare 

discovery when he landed perchance in Maanavi during a trekking trip gone awry and 

began flooding RonB’s Inbox with pictures of 'damsels' and 'dragons' along with 

impassioned pleas to please come over to India to study the creatures. The excitement 

wound down with time, naturally, and the matter was forgotten. But then GR shifted to 

Europe to take a position in a Dutch university and the beleaguering resumed, over 

phone now that he too was in Europe, till RonB ‘simply succumbed’. For the third time in 

a decade he decided to ‘shove the hierarchical career graph to hell’ and ‘piggyback on 

Minnie’s bank balance.’ She loves to be footloose and fancy free, RonB cackled , turned 

back and put index finger on lips, eyebrows peaking into furrowed forehead disappearing 

into bald head. I nodded like a chastised schoolboy, though it wasn’t I who’d been 

talking, and saw the grin in his eyes before he turned and continued in whispered 

overtones that dropped like a fizzling firecracker into the silence ahead. ‘Stop clinging to 

20th century structures and think instead of the teardrop on the cheek of time, and work 

backwards from there,’ RonB said Minnie said. ‘The treasures of our ancient land, once 

upon a time ours, beckoned, and here we are. Minnie’s having a ball. She’s a whiz for 

writing on just about anything under the moon or Mars. And she’s brilliant at following 

up till her work is both published and paid for. Sights and Sites is the stuff she’s doling 

out now – tremendously popular, let me tell you. Makes enough to see we don’t 

disappear between the cracks,’ RonB grinned, or so I imagined, the grin reaching my ear 

more than my eye: Perpetually lost in his facial hair, it would’ve been even more lost in 

the surrounding lightless ambience even if I could have seen more than the back of his 



head. ‘Prolific’s understating it.’ RonB went on, whispering a catalogue of Minnie’s 

amazing output, dripping pride.  

Folks here are obsessive chatterboxes, whether or not one is so deprived of 

companionship as to have only a cow to talk to. Hours on hours of compulsive.passive 

attention to the TV stand me in good stead as RonB and Minnie hold forth in confident 

succession. Not that I don’t cherish their banter. Life is one long lark and the twosome 

have a whale of a time being what each inherently is, or thinks should be. No contrived 

instrumentality pervades everyday interactions; no Damocles’ sword threatens the 

speaker of inanities; neither feels impelled to be effective, profound or nothing else. It’d 

suit me well: this sort of time-be-damned, undiscriminated-against existence in 

perpetuity, gabbing away without any need to assume a role, straitjacket myself into 

deterministic shenanigans, or think up permutations and combinations of words before 

saying anything. Notions like ambition, achievement, acquisition have no place in 

defining a man. One could comfortably be a loafer or an ass confident that no glares, 

smirks or questions would follow …  

With Anita I always felt like a mosquito under a microscope, right from our 

dating days: Had I forgotten to cut the label off my new shirt? Was my fly open? Was the 

restaurant too small? Was the tip too ostentatious or was it the green letters blaring on 

my orange T-shirt that made her cringe and turn up her turned up nose even more? Was 

I driving too fast or too slow? Talking too loud? Drinking too much? Smelling? … And it 

spilled over into the marriage, on to the bed.  

The equations changed once Kishori was born: she became my life, my love, my 

reason for living. Madam hoity-toity became a dull pain in the ass, and especially ceased 

to matter when that old battle-axe rose up in our midst like a phoenix every other year, 

when Anita’s siblings in India would pack off their termagant mother to the US for a few 

weeks-that-would-stretch-to-eternity trip after Anita’s father, the poor man, left the 

earth too early, probably choosing the grave as the only way to escape the virago’s 

chronic nagging and niggling. [Is compulsive quibbling genetically acquired or acquired 

by association?] When it came to a suffocation-or-death situation, as it invariably did 

after a few months of the insufferable elder’s constant and harrying presence, Kishori 

and I would escape to the hills or the woods and stretch out the limits of my credit till we 

had to turn tail.  

 

***  



RonB would prise aside the vegetation with a sturdy bamboo staff in his left hand, 

peer through the binocs, focus his camera, dangling in one weighty mass around his 

substantial neck along with the binocs, and then tread on like a sleuth. I would follow, 

unrolling a ball of twine held in my right hand, holding the five footer net handle firmly 

in my left ever alert and ready to hand it over at a gesture. And so we kept going: 

climbing higher, penetrating deeper, into the dark shade of the unknown. Silence loomed 

a comforting companion and the aroma of herbs arose at every step. Suddenly RonB, 

who’d been shooting what seemed to me a crazy number of look-alike dragons and 

damsels, though netting just one copulating couple, spotted a dull one that apparently 

appeared to be The One, perched precariously on the tip of the stem of a common weed. 

He was just positioning himself to take the shot, when a langur swung down and made as 

if to snatch his camera. I waved the net at the simian. I never touched or even aimed to 

touch it, I swear. But the phony creature went away moaning melodramatically, holding 

its tail in its paw. Reprisal was swift. Arrows came whizzing even as the langur hurriedly 

suspended its performance, let go of its tail and the branch to which it was hanging 

single-handedly, and hastened to scramble up into the canopy.  

Streaking between our stunned heads [RonB’s and mine], one killer dart, with a 

flyer attached, stuck itself to a tree a few meters downhill. PLEASE GO AWAY the 

scribbled block print screamed in English. Stunned out of our senses, RonB and I gaped 

at the arrow sporting the scarlet scream. A split second later, we scrambled to get out of 

the maze of trees, blindly thrusting net and bamboo staff before us to propel us through 

the jungle.  

The twine lies unravelled and forgotten in the upper reaches of what seems to 

have been the Xanadu Kamala alluded to. The Maanava sure didn’t want us.  



June 7, 2000  

Day 4. Balcony. Post brunch. Several hours after first brush 

with Vruddha.  
 

 

 

It’s all just dark gray and dark green. The ageless ancient has returned from the 

podu, Kamala informed me, and took me along to meet him post-brunch. But the 

overcast sky now threatens to flush down Vruddha’s promise of a starry night-out, down 

Priest’s Colony, all the way to the Bhargavi.  

Spare chest thinly layered with crinkled flesh, spindly-legs and muscled arms 

beneath chocolate brown folds of weathered skin, ramrod straight broad back and a 

heavy crown of short, wavy, snow white hair: Vruddha in person was a picture of 

contrasts and too much at odds with the Vruddha of my imagination. ‘Hey!... How old 

are you?’ I asked first, and blushed later. The question just popped out. If you ignored 

the attire – little more than a loincloth, actually – and just concentrated on his vivid face, 

the bottom half of which is swathed in another mass of white curls, he looks like an 

ageless Greek philosopher who’d walked out of my high school history textbook [artist-

imagined profiles that have now been shunted to the remotest reaches of arcane 

academe. Kishori didn’t have to bother with these guys. School History nowadays begins 

with the Mayflower docking at Plymouth Harbor and ends with World War II.] I’d 

pictured Vruddha in gran’pa’s mould: sparse hair and spindly back bent with the burden 

of unspoken angst, dreamy eyes eternally unfixed, seeking solace in spaces between 

people and things, and a sing-song voice that dropped stories into a vacuum in 

unremitting appeal, alluring despite their ordinariness.  

‘I’ve seen more than a thousand new moons,’ Vruddha replied lightly, compelling 

enunciation making bathos of my imaginings and dark eyes laughing away my gaffe, 

then locking with Kamala’s frustrated ones.  

‘That’s what you’ve been saying for the last decade and a half – since the day I 

came here, and forever before if Mohan is to be believed,’ Kamala shrugged, and left to 

complete her unending chores after a perfunctory ‘Kannan here’s an American come in 

search of his roots.’  



The brief history of myself I felt obligated to provide ended with a mild hiccup. 

Vruddha appeared disappointed with grandpa’s decision to give up village and tradition 

for city and progress. ‘He moved to Pune so dad could have a modern education,’ I 

proffered self-righteously.  

‘Bapuji used to say that mere modern education deprives us of originality, and 

years of such unrelenting study causes the mind to become fatigued and makes us fit 

only for mechanical work.’ The reproof was delivered mildly, but it was an unambiguous 

dressing down.  

I hastened to dad’s defense. He had, after all, been a nuclear scientist of some 

repute in his adopted country, carrying the backlash of his work in his blood till the 

leukemia did him in: a fact that got him many badges and honours.  

Vruddha simply threw another Gandhi quote at me in response: ‘Bapuji used to 

administer an oath to us: I must not serve the distant neighbor at the expense of the 

nearest one.’  

As far as dad was concerned India was the ‘distant neighbor’ I wanted to say. 

America was ‘exceptional’, and Americans ‘the greatest people ever’. Which is why he 

married mom, a true blue American, whose great-grandfather participated in the 

American Revolution, and whose ‘true dark blue eyes, like Poe’s, unalloyed by the 

vagrant races,’ were an object of much pride in her family. Grandmom’s every hug and 

kiss, when she flew in to Rowe each summer, would be followed up with that evocative 

recap of her first impression of her new-born babe – her marvellously blue eyes. How 

she would pore into the washed out gray blue that mixing with the ‘vagrant’ had saddled 

me with, and shudder a deep sigh: ‘Had you only inherited Monica’s true blue eyes! 

You’re so much my daughter’s son otherwise.’ Would mom have loved me more had their 

grayness been less and their blueness, more? ...  

I saw no point in subjecting Vruddha to the dismal chronicles of my life and 

times. So I just let the argument escape and told him instead that I was curious to know 

about his life and times. [Turned out to be a narrative I’ve heard already in all its 

startling detail. Kamala has hardly missed out anything. What compels her to waste away 

in this ghost village with just a cow for company?]  

 

 

***  



Vruddha’s father was a great scholar and a greater stickler for discipline. Like 

most boys, young Vruddha – though it’s difficult to imagine him any other age – was 

quite a scamp. Always up to pranks, always getting into scrapes.  

‘No dinner for you, you wretched boy,’ his father would roar, and lock him out. 

His mother would carry him food, exiting from the cowshed at the back of their house so 

as not to provoke her husband’s notorious rage. Tempers would cool and things would 

normalize a few days later, but then, again the ‘devil would scramble up the drumstick 

tree.’ The mother would dash out and dash back in through the cowshed, unseen. The 

son would gobble up the goodies and wait for the father’s temper to run its course. So it 

went on for several years. But one evening the luck ran out.  

‘My mother had just fed me a morsel when father descended on us, roaring like a 

raging bull. Mother clutched me like a dried leaf in its last throes clinging to a branch. 

Father kicked her. She fell back and her head hit a rock. Her lifeless eyes stared into 

space like a slaughtered sheep’s.’ Vruddha flipped through the mental images coldly with 

a dispassion born of practice. ‘I ran away.’  

After wandering for a few days, starvation forced him to beg. ‘I was caught by a 

Vigilance Officer. Caught isn’t the right word for she was very kind. I still remember the 

smell of her silk sari as she hugged me to her bosom and told me not to cry.’  

She placed Vruddha – or whatever his name then was – in a state-run orphanage, 

which put him in a government school along with other boys. Having had a good 

grounding in traditional studies under his stickler.scholar father, [a study that’s far more 

demanding, insisted Vruddha: Another argument I let escape without demur], he sailed 

through school. ‘I became quite a star,’ he grinned. The orphanage had never had such a 

brilliant student. The vigilance officer who was monitoring his progress got interested in 

this uncommonly smart kid and ensured he went on to study at the University. Vruddha 

became a lecturer in due course but left the job to join India's freedom movement. ‘After 

Independence Bapuji asked us to return to the villages of our birth and serve the people 

there.’  

When Vruddha came back to Maanavi he learnt his father had been jailed and 

was never heard of again. His brothers had been taken away by relatives in the deep 

south. His sister had been left to fend for herself ‘till she just vanished from people's 

consciousness.’ And no one remembered Vruddha had been. ‘I had become a stranger in 

the place of my birth,’ Vruddha said matter-of-factly, the words falling between us with 

the precision of a surgical knife.  



Vruddha reclaimed his ancestral home from the cobwebs and dust and little else. 

‘Both of us had been orphaned, but were in good condition.’ He smiled without 

bitterness, but it was a strangely dead smile.  

The villagers tried to dissuade him from occupying what they believed was a 

haunted house, but he told them he had no fear. ‘When I continued to live and thrive 

they lost interest in the ghosts they believed would kill me or at least drive me out of the 

house. So here I am, alive and kicking as they say’, Vruddha laughed. This time, crow's 

feet stood etched in the already well-ridged face, eyes twinkled more than ever, and I 

stared astounded at the most amazing set of original teeth I’ve ever seen in a human 

being so many moons old: cream-white and crooked, but not a single one missing.  

Our first meeting came to an abrupt halt there. ‘My mornings are ‘dedicated’ 

(well, that's the word he used) to certain tasks. But we can meet by moonlight. Happy to 

have a long chat sitting under the stars, if you feel so inclined,’ Vruddha dismissed me 

gently. I do, I do, I wanted to holler, but Vruddha had marched back into the inner room 

of his mansion without waiting for my response.  

Will the rain clouds, so ominously gray and dense, wash out the moonlight 

rendezvous? I worry...  

 

 

***  

 

When listening to Vruddha I felt like I was listening to a playback of Kamala’s 

narration in a mature male voice. Surely, someone who knows him so intimately should 

also know his real name, I argued over brunch at Kamala’s.  

‘Ask him if he’ll tell you,’ Kamala brushed off my niggling doubt brusquely. ‘Even 

my husband calls him an enigma and he’s spent more time with Vruddha than anyone 

else in the village. They called him Vruddha when he landed here __’  

‘Ah, the Old One! Or is it the Wise One?’  

Kamala shrugged and looked heavenwards. ‘Who knows? The name stuck. His 

real name must be ridiculous. Why would he want to keep it such a close secret 

otherwise?’  



June 8, 2000.  

Day 5. Writing by flashlight, inside cabin. 23.10 hours.  
 

 

 

‘Vruddha, Kamala tells me uh ... the peepul tree ... it’s been telling you stories,’ I 

began, swiftly looking at him and away at the moon, translucent behind a carpet of 

clouds. I sure didn’t want to trample any toes. For quite a while there was no response. 

Through the trellis screen awning formed by the fronds of the coconut leaf that extended 

from a tree in the backyard, I moon-gazed numbly.  

Last night too, when we met in this hovel above Vruddha’s sprawling heritage 

mansion for the first time, we had moon-gazing for starters. The overcast sky had cleared 

after a perfunctory shower and a much more conspicuous moon was hung against a rain-

cleaned sky. Vruddha seemed preoccupied; so I aped him unobtrusively, sat with back 

against clay wall, folded legs in padmasana, and stared at the moon. The meditative 

session soon gave way to a soliloquy, courtesy me. It was Vruddha’s fault: he poked 

about and I squealed. ‘This cringing, shrinking dwarf – it isn’t me,’ I wailed in the end, 

trying to put the tearjerker of a night behind me. ‘An impostor inflicting an alien likeness 

– heck! How the past hounds me. And here I am, trying my darnedest to start anew.’ I 

finally sniffed myself into silence.  

Vruddha’s twinkling eyes melted into dark pools of compassion. ‘Hatred and 

delusion are poison when imbibed in large doses.’ The compassion had been laced with 

steel. ‘Learn to enjoy the really real.’  

Know I not, ageless one! I need to hang-up my hang-ups, cook the goose of the 

ghosts that bedevil me and so on and so forth. I wouldn’t be here hadn’t I known, and 

failed.  

Shamed by the disastrous first night with the ageless one, today I’d gone prepared 

to take the plunge before Vruddha dredged up the fading ghosts. And the peepul tree’s 

stories seemed like a surefire bait if it didn’t needle the host. Besides, I was on a whim – 

a sting-op of sorts. I was curious to see if the peepul has a repertoire; more, I wanted to 

monitor it for consistency. But when the quiet became crushing, my heart began to 

plummet. Had the toe-trampling been done? I was well on my way to a new low when 



Vruddha broke in. ‘You come from a land where, I understand, a questioning mind is 

appreciated. Rationalism is their creed __,’ he began, his eyes unflinchingly devouring 

mine.  

Perfect timing; I gagged on the insipid apology that was just framing in my throat.  

‘__ Here, the ability to accept unquestioningly is appreciated. Faith is our 

philosophy.’  

Spot on, I nodded, beaming to mask the relief as well as designs more crafty. The 

Gandhian Vruddha missed the skeptic beneath my acquiescent facade, naturally, but not 

before another scare: another long drawn out pause that threatened to be terminal.  

‘It was sheer moral squalor I stepped into,’ he resumed, and my chilled spine 

thawed. Then his gaze shifted, breached the coconut lattice, and the years fell away. ‘I’d 

shed tears of joy just a few months ago, when Mother India’s shackles were broken. But 

here, in front of me, I was seeing her children still in chains ...’  

India became free of British rule on August 15, 1947. On the morning of 

December 9, Vruddha was walking down to Maanavi through the forest, on the same 

path I walked down a week ago. But instead of the coos, caws and occasional cacophony 

of birds that’d greeted me, Vruddha kept bumping into dead birds every few metres. 

With every count he grew more puzzled till he saw two young boys swoop down on bird 

number twelve, a peacock in its last throes. Greedily they began plucking the feathers off 

the dying bird.  

‘Why should the peacock leave the forest and come to our field?’ ; ‘And eat the 

groundnuts our fathers have planted?’ ; ‘We’ll sell the feathers to travelers on the main 

road. That will take care of some “tea money” at least.’ The lads ranted, plucking the 

feathers off the bird without even waiting for its death.  

Tea money? I hadn’t heard that before. ‘Kidwai saab sends sack-loads of bug 

powder for us. But the kilark at the association don’t give,’ Vruddha mimicked the boys. 

‘No tea money, no bug powder. Then the pests eat up every legume and every leaf. 

Should we then eat mud?’ The pathos pregnant in their words eluded Vruddha then, and 

his remonstrations floundered feebly and died with the peacock.  

‘The nameless formless deity in the hilltop temple – Arupa Paramananda he’s 

called, by those who wish to give him a name. He is our god. Has been for as long as I 

know,’ said Vruddha. I know, I nodded. But Vruddha’s gaze stayed transfixed on the 

distant stars. ‘The formless one – the highest bliss. He is God for all Maanavi. But we’re 



free to make up our own gods too, and give them forms and names. From a grain of sand 

to rock faces, water bodies to trees, animals and birds or a jugalbandi of these – all are 

worshippable. Our pantheon those days was ever expanding. It was a pastime for people, 

it seems, to invent divinities and weave stories around him or her or it. The limits of 

Nature were the limits of the imagination. “Various is God’s form, as diverse as it occurs 

to each mind; each one’s God is no less than the other’s,” the elders would tell us when I 

was a boy. Whatever our personal belief or philosophy, in deference to others’ beliefs 

none in Maanavi would hurt any of Nature’s gifts wantonly. Everything in Nature was a 

god, or potentially one ...’  

 

 

***  

 

Grandpa would have transported his bower in a crate, but to Anita it was zilch: 

communion with Nature was for those who had time to stand and stare. The bower 

signified for grandpa a communion with something more, a god, perhaps. I see that now. 

And he was distraught. [Gran’pa who was so non-intrusive even in death, that he just 

slipped off one night. Perhaps, death couldn’t but be gentle to him.] With sand, tins 

buried in the sand to make water bodies, shells, moss, climbers and caves of fist-sized 

rocks grandpa and I put together the metres’ wide bower in the yard in Boston. How 

many pigeons, doves, sparrows, finches have we tempted, sitting on deck chairs, 

dangling crushed peanuts on outstretched palms: Idle hours that could happily 

disappear without leaving a trail of guilt, through all my growing years, into adulthood ... 

But then the ‘unplanned intervention in the womb’ happened, and Anita’s career was just 

taking off. ‘New York is the place to be in,’ she cried. On the wings of love it was the least 

I could do. For a roving photographer, Woodside or Watertown – any place was as good 

as any other. Grandpa took comfort in the name: Woodside. But he couldn’t survive 

more than a year of the soulless seventh floor house in the eight story building – one of 

twenty other eight-story clones in the block.  

How could he have lived on cornflakes, oats, milk, fruits and honey and nothing 

else day after day till the day he died, while we feasted on flesh, feathers, cheese and wine 

with the unremitting greed of the over-endowed. Was he nauseated by the cacophony of 

our chronic lusts, our relish for the edible and other flesh needs we flaunted with the 

wild unorthodoxy of the new world? He never stared or shied away from our sausages 



and smoochings, our late at-home party nights or later hungover morns. He must have 

perfected the art of dissociation [if indeed the mind and body are two and not one].  

 

 

***  

 

Vruddha was shocked by his introduction to the new Maanavi. But the children’s 

callous unconcern was only a symptom of the malaise that had Maanavi in thrall. A 

winter of discontent had frozen all hearts and compassion was the casualty.  

‘Live, but let live was old hat. The village was moving with a vengeance to kill, 

crush, wipe out, but Live. Was this strange land the Maanavi I left?’ I shuddered and 

Vruddha looked at me, but the eyes were unseeing ... The rhetoric needed no response. 

In any case, it was as if he was addressing a ghost from the past ... ‘The peepul tree on the 

banks of mother Bhargavi told me it was. I ran to soothe my feet in the river. But she was 

dying too, choked with the wastes of her children. It broke my heart and I burst out:  

O ever-changing Bhargavi,  

you give of yourself,  

eternally ungrudging.  

Seconds, minutes, hours, days  

you tirelessly, ceaselessly slog on,  

uncomplaining.  

I salute you and stand chastised ...’  

The off-key soprano rose to the stars and came back to me from long ago. The 

shrill voice trapped in sorrow wasn’t Vruddha’s. I listened, horripilating.  

‘Yeah, I used to know this one. Grandpa would sing it.’ I took over to let Vruddha 

calm down.  

‘... All of Maanavi would, at every sowing. Along with hymns to the god of rain 

and the god of light and to the humble earthworm.  



It eats what, but waste and rot,  

And gives what the soil wants.  

For,  

that which sustains, one mustn’t spurn.  

The earth that feeds it, it supports in turn,  

So it was gifted ninety lives  

In honor of its sacrifice.  

O mankind! Won't you learn  

from that which you call vermin.’  

The catch in his voice was gone but I hummed along anyway, happy to know I 

knew once and know still.  

Vruddha’s ode to the Bhargavi silenced the clamor of the animated crowd that 

had gathered under the peepul. They turned as one to see the stranger in their midst, but 

a moment later he was forgotten in the renewed din.  

The entire village had turned out to witness ‘justice being done.’ A school teacher 

had made three errant students eat cow dung for moonshining during school hours. The 

community elders had decreed that the teacher must ‘kiss the boots’ of the students to 

compensate for his inhuman punishment. The students with boots on bare feet stood, 

fidgeting awkwardly, beside the village elders who sat on the cracked platform around 

the peepul tree. But there was no sign of the culprit. Student runners were sent in all 

directions to get their teacher to the venue, pronto. A few minutes later the messengers 

huddled back, gasping and trembling, with red eyes sunk into grime-streaked faces. 

Their teacher had climbed up to the hill top temple and jumped off its tower. The victims 

looked at one another, relief rippling over their faces before kicking off their shoes and 

being convulsed in the general confusion that quickly turned to anger. ‘A teacher, dead! 

How will our village live down the sin!’, ‘Feed them to the vultures’, ‘Tie a stone to their 

feet an drown them in the river’, ‘Cremate them alive’ – with these and other cries, the 

‘elders’ who pronounced the judgment were beaten and kicked all the way to their homes 

by irate mobs.  

By evening, though, the death had been forgotten. The teacher was a bachelor and 

not even from the village. No one bothered to inform his next of kin. Word would get 

around anyway. Besides, a sale was scheduled for the evening.  



As the sun began to move as if in haste to hide behind the hills, the village square 

in the precincts of the peepul tree became a beehive of activity once again. Cattle in good 

number were herded in. A few young girls in long skirts that hid their legs and blouses 

that lay tight across their budding breasts were forced on to the platform below the 

peepul tree by their parents or relatives.  

‘The fledglings stood sobbing silently, wiping their cheeks with their palms, 

drying their hands on their skirts and wiping their cheeks again, smudging it with the 

dyes of their bright, new skirts. Their terror-stricken eyes, like dumb animals put up for 

slaughter: it’s a memory that ever haunts me,’ Vruddha choked, coughed, looked briefly 

at me and then away into space again. Initially he couldn’t figure out what was 

happening. Then an auction began and Vruddha realized that the girls were being 

bartered for cattle! He had to intervene, and he did.  

The girls’ parents abused Vruddha; the other villagers joined in when they found 

the upstart unresisting, meek. The clamor to ‘evict the stranger’ grew. The crowd closed 

in menacingly. When they began pulling at his clothes Vruddha stretched up his hands 

and with palms folded overhead began to sing the village song – The anonymous Song of 

Punyakoti, as old as the hills, the ballad of the sinless cow:  

O Goddess of Truth,  

Ganga, Gowri, Tungabhadra,  

come, come called the cowherd.  

Bhrunga-kuntala, Ranga-nayaki, Raghu-kulottama,  

each animal he called in turn;  

Angana-mani, Punya-koti, Punya-vahini,  

O cow of auspicious qualities!  

Come, called the cowherd affectionately.  

As Vruddha’s mellifluous voice rose like a bloom on parched land, the cows 

standing under the peepul tree started moving towards him, each responding to its name 

in the song. The mesmerized cowherds hardly cared. The hands that grabbed Vruddha 

stood frozen.  



The new mother, the cow Punyakoti,  

with tender thoughts of her infant son,  

far from the flock wandered away.  

The tiger snarled from a rock above:  

there comes my food for the day.  

‘O Lord Tiger, let me go, I pray,  

to suckle my infant son just once;  

Just one minute will I spend with him  

and be back here without delay.’  

‘That you're here now is good for me;  

A fool I’ll be to let you free.’  

‘Truth is my father and my mother indeed;  

If my word I fail to keep,  

Hari, my God, will not be pleased.  

Like a bubble on water,  

like a wave washed ashore is life.  

Unafraid am I by the toll of Truth,  

so have pity on me, O master,’ begged Punyakoti.  

By the time Vruddha came to the end of the song, the whole village was crying for 

the cow that was preparing to return to offer its flesh to satiate the hungry tiger.  

‘Don’t butt him dear sisters  

If he comes in front of you,  

Or kick him if he  

Runs behind you.  

Bear with him, I beg of you,  

for he who is an orphaned child...’  



As the song ended, the tiger jumped off the rock and died in remorse.  

And the auction was forgotten.  

On the night of the abandoned auction, his first after his return to Maanavi, 

Vruddha stood on his terrace, moon-gazing as is his wont, when his ears caught a 

monotonous chant. His eyes followed the sound to find a torch-lit procession straggling 

up the hill. Curious, he ran to join them.  

‘Blood for the Mother,  

flesh for the Mother.’  

‘Take our flesh, grant our wish.  

Blood for you, bread for us;  

Flesh for you, food for us.’  

‘Long live, Mother Goddess.  

Benefactress, Mother Goddess.’  

‘She's hungry, she's angry;  

feed her hunger, soothe her anger.’  

Vruddha’s sotto voce recitation resurrected the macabre scene of decades ago on 

the terrace. I shuddered and stole a guilty look at Vruddha; for once I was grateful for the 

natural white of my skin. ‘I’m surprised you call those things chants,’ I sniggered to 

disguise the dread.  

‘Words have a way of seeming damnable when taken out of context. Truth is, on 

that night, in that ambiance and circumstance, the intonation was electrifying. The 

rendering was sober – prayerful even – and did indeed sound like the chanting of 

mantras,’ Vruddha said, crow’s feet standing out like sun-rays from his black-diamond 

eyes. Wonder what he found amusing.  

Though he loves to talk, a fairly common passion here, even that’s a discipline 

with Vruddha. He gently dismissed me with ‘Shubh ratri – good night,’ at half past ten, 

same as last night. Hypnotized by his voice [it mesmerizes and soothes though the 

thoughts they carry raise my hackles] I’ve clean forgot to get him to talk about the peepul 

tree’s tales. Oh, well, tomorrow’s another day.  



June 9, 2000.  

DAY 6 [pre-dawn of day 7, actually. June 10.]  

On balcony, lit by the eerie glow of the pre-dawn moon and the 

dying embers of my flashlight.  
 

 

 

‘When the earth was born so was I, and in all my life none have I seen like 

Maanavendra who brought light to the world ….,’ mimicked Vruddha no sooner had he 

gotten done with the mandatory silence that ushers in our nightly rendezvous beneath 

the star-spangled sky, under the coconut fronds.  

Flabbergasted, I reeled back into a speechless state. I have yet to truly believe the 

mystical madness that has me in thrall is anything more than a passing malady. 

Nevertheless, consistency gives a sense of continuity, comfort. A good vantage point 

from which to work towards trust, whether in peepul tree or people ...  

That was the problem with mom and Anita ... Consistency. That duo have left me 

incurably phobic about inconsistency. They would saunter in and out of contradictions 

with such panache, my clumsy calls to their fickleness would fall ‘pachak’ with the 

flatness of an unsubtle falsehood. Their deceit wasn’t deliberate, I guess. They had so 

much on their hands and whizzing through their heads it’s possible their over-stuffed 

synapses went berserk. All the same, to keep my sanity and self-esteem at workable 

levels I learnt to doubt them first and trust later…  

Today, I hadn’t even got round to prodding Vruddha, and yet there he was: 

imitating the same enigmatic Voice, mouthing the same strange name. 

Maa...naveen...dra, Maanaveendra ... I mouthed, voicelessly.  

‘Well, you wanted to hear the peepul tree’s story, and I didn’t get to it last night, 

did I?’ Vruddha explicated, clearly misreading the import of the fishlike movements of 

the mandible and the boggling gray eyes stunned to their sockets.  

Then, in an almost seamless continuation, he took off from where the peepul tree 

had left me pulling my hair all those nights ago – is it just two nights ago!  

***  



If it’s Vruddha, time is elastic. I have learnt to put in approximations knowing 

what I do of him now. But in some cases there simply is no way to date an event. So, 

when Vruddha said Maanavendra handed over the baton, as it were, to a young disciple 

named Uttama, ‘many moons ago’, I simply had to rest content knowing this could mean 

anything from decades or centuries ago to when the moon was actually born. But that is 

an insignificant detail. What is interesting is that Uttama’s anointment by the great 

teacher himself set off a tsunami of resentment [despite all the goo about happy societies 

being healthy societies with universal spiritual, physical and mental well-being]. So long 

as Uttama was at the helm the disgruntled elements seethed and simmered without 

actually erupting in an all-encompassing annihilation drive, Vruddha said the tree told 

him. [Not true. They became positively hostile, I wanted to interject. They trussed up 

that guy – Maanavendra – and dumped him in the Bhargavi. The same tree told me, I 

wanted to say. But I balked at giving voice to the absurd yarns peppering up my nights. 

The unquestioning faith that frees Vruddha of inhibitions is not even an aspiration on 

my radar. Rationalism is my default creed, despite my half-Indian upbringing, and I 

shuddered at making the question of my sanity irrevocably real to myself, rather than 

potentially imaginary.]  

But on his ninety-ninth birthday, Uttama ‘just sat on a wave and floated away’ to 

a watery grave on the Bhargavi. The seething tsunami then took its toll. Simply put, the 

simmering cauldron blew up. Uttama’s protégé Visvambara, a fledgling, and a female to 

boot, was constrained to flee. Her words were pooh-poohed as so much drivel by her 

‘enlightened’ adversaries.  

‘Maanavendra had taught his people that health was the way to happiness which 

is the goal of all life’, Vruddha said. [I knew it already. Another marker of consistency.] 

But now, Wealth was tom-tommed as the way to happiness. Maanavendranagudi 

splintered into several factions with each trumpeting ‘the only means’ of realizing the 

new mantra. Visvambara fled, fearing the new and attractive recipes for the good life 

would completely annihilate Maanavendra’s message to humanity. She could sense the 

fissures were too deep to paper over. With a small group of dedicated followers and loads 

of palm leaf manuscripts maintained since the time of Maanavendra, she left on a stormy 

night to an obscure and virgin land atop the mountain called Suvarnagiri, breaching the 

curtain of clouds that kept a permanent vigil over the impenetrable beyond.  

‘Every time I go to the podu I get a chance to read a bit of the ancient stuff 

Visvambara took there.’ Vruddha’s dulcet voice took on a gruff undertone. ‘I’d shed tears 

of joy just a few months ago when Mother India’s shackles were broken. But here, in 



front of me, I was seeing her children still in chains, and I could think of no way to 

liberate them quickly. They believed black magic would solve all their woes – financial, 

personal, health. The fraudsters were having a field day feeding on their vulnerability. I 

can’t say whether some celestial being, overcome with compassion, took suo motu charge 

of me seeing my intense desire to do good to my people, or if I actually appealed to the 

gods for help; you see, the situation was such. The line between right and wrong, good 

and evil hadn’t just blurred; it’d vanished. You took umbrage when I called them chants 

yesterday – those blood-curdling invocations. It wasn’t sinister then. But you were right 

to object. The incident was only a trailer of sorts. Soon, very soon, I found the tunnel had 

no light at the end. Dark arts practitioners dreamed up acts that stretched the limits of 

vice and the rest followed their dictats like so many dumb driven cattle with numbed 

senses and sensitivities.’  

‘TV-propelled consumerism, greed ... it’s the same everywhere.’ My snigger was 

that of a pro: wasn’t I a veteran of defiant resistance to urges incited by non-stop sensory 

bombardment!  

‘TV came, but later’. Vruddha’s response was cryptic, sour. I have no clue why he 

had to get so worked up over my innocent allusion to the idiot box. ‘Greed, yes, but all 

the more, ignorance. The common folks latched on to me like a drowning ant to a leaf. I 

promised to show them a way out.’ he laughed, drily self-mocking. ‘I had every intent. It 

wasn’t an empty promise. But I myself could see no light. I was terrified of failing. Could 

I have asked the debilitated society of Maanavi to face a protracted struggle right then?’ 

he asked rhetorically.  

‘They would’ve fed you to the wolves.’  

‘Absolutely. Or worse, handed me over to the charlatans. Who would have offered 

me with gusto to their lords and ladies of the night. I’m able to joke about it now. But 

then, I was devastated. To fail meant to entrench the innocents even more firmly in the 

enemies’ hands.’  

The oratory was uncontrived and I wolfed it down dumbly.  

‘It was a vicious chakravyuh – an impenetrable stranglehold. I was shocked to 

find my people so depraved but there was something else very wrong. I simply couldn’t 

put my finger on it. A terrible fear squeezed my insides. Helplessness hurts – it pains and 

pains somewhere in the depths of your very being. It makes you desperate __’  

Yes, yes, I nodded. I’ve been carrying around the pain for years.  



‘__ Like I said, I don’t know the what, how or why of it. Whatever the reason, at 

one precipitous moment when I felt I was being sucked into a gloomy vortex of intrigue, 

a voice came floating in the wind, even seemed part of the wind itself ... I wanted to run 

away or find escape in death. Anxiety and worry fed on each other and filled my being 

with darkness. But the moment the Voice told me about the Maanava, they who are 

human, I saw light. Ah, I said. My compatriots in Maanavi are simply not human. How 

could they be, when humane-ness in them was dead?’  

‘Did you know right away that the Voice was the peepul tree’s?’  

‘Hmmm. There had been stories when I was young, and the stories always began 

the same way. “When the earth was born, so was I ...” Naturally, I could guess. There was 

a thundershower that night, but the narration poured into my ear, smooth as oil from a 

pitcher.’  

What invisible hand guided him, Vruddha cannot say, but merely with the clues 

strewn about haphazardly in the tree's narration of Visvambara's journey, Vruddha 

reached the home of the Maanava, ‘climbing beyond the hill top temple, penetrating into 

the virgin forest, traversing land no man had before,’ like Visvambara did all those 

moons ago, unmindful of the branches that tore her hair, the thorns that tore her skin 

through the garments of bark she wore, and the creatures that fed on her blood making 

her lotus pink feet as red as the flame of the forest.  

Vruddha climbed the Suvarnagiri, breached the cloud barrier, crossed the 

Suvarnarekha, and finally came upon a village - ‘the home of the wisest among men, they 

who now call themselves the Maanava, or simply, the human being.’  

The rain had taken a respite and an exhausted Vruddha lay down on the soggy 

sands of the river bank. When he got up some hours later the diffused light of the moon 

stubbornly shone through the thinning clouds on what seemed like an orderly settlement 

spread over a vast, undulating area with hovels in clusters, and pastures in-between. 

Beyond the settlement, in the upper reaches of the Suvarnagiri, the forests sheltered 

such dense darkness that he could scarce believe he had walked through a similar stretch 

on the other side of the river.  

When the Maanava found a stranger in their midst, seemingly washed ashore by 

the Suvarnarekha, they advanced towards him with bows strung, arrows poised to fly.  

‘You must’ve seemed like Gulliver to the Lilliputans,’ I commented, dourly. 

Memory of other arrows that had come flying at me is still raw.  



‘Only, they were no more like the Brobdignags,’ Vruddha chuckled, 

dumbfounding me. ‘Bapuji had a copy,’ Vruddha said, pandering to the questions that no 

doubt crawled all over my face. ‘He also had A Modest Proposal... Also by Swift,’ 

Vruddha clarified, once again comprehending the unasked question. ‘Didn’t get far with 

that, though. It’s a layered text, a satire, and my English skills weren’t up to it __’  

‘You know, Vruddha, it’s amazing you didn’t get killed straightaway by these 

arrow wielding weirdos __’ I intervened, to bring the story back on track, only to be 

surprised again.  

‘Kamala told me. It’s just their way of warning folks to keep away. The arrow was 

meant to deter you and RonB, not hurt. If only you knew them! The Maanava wouldn’t 

hurt a mosquito. “We have to give them some,” they say, freely letting the mosquitoes 

feed on their blood and fly away satiated. They are the gentlest of beings.’  

Oh, cool! RonB goes on a broadcasting spree after swearing me to secrecy, and 

Vruddha dusts off our brush with death as if we were – dust, what else! ‘No doubt you 

also personally know the gentle being who actually let fly the warning in screaming 

scarlet,’ I barked.  

Vruddha simply side-stepped the sarcasm. ‘Chitra Akash Maanava, I’m sure. She 

is the only one who understands and uses English.’  

 

 

***  

 

The Maanava, after an initial spell of caution peppered with curiosity, adopted 

Vruddha as one of their own. Hadn’t the sacred peepul itself led him to their podu? And 

left the name of Visvambara on his lips?  

Vruddha is now a conduit between the Maanava and the Keezhnaadu – the village 

of Maanavendrana-gudi that was once their own. Kamala and he have also been 

documenting the Maanava traditions and practices ‘to both keep a record of an ancient 

lifestyle and to surprise the world with its contemporary relevance.’ Kamala! She’s like 

the smiling Hindu god who lies on a serpent bed in a cloud filled hall that is reached after 

a door opens onto a door that opens onto another and another - the sine qua non of 



celluloid religious fantasy. When will I ever get through the doors and get to know the 

goddess and all her glorious avatars.  

In return for their ‘return-to-the-roots’ lessons, Vruddha brings the Maanava up 

to speed on happenings in the world outside their cloistered existence [The rationale for 

this eludes me. What common cause could they have: Brobdignag clones fed on esoteric 

Maanavendra-isms and ordinary mortals of contemporary vintage?] ‘My English lessons 

have many eager students,’ Vruddha said, as if sensing my thoughts. ‘They’re all there 

just for the joy – to shout out strange words that mean nothing ... All except Chitra 

Aakash Maanava, that is.’  

I bristled at the unfair ribbing. Vruddha caressed my balding pate. The touch was 

cool and warm. Tranquilizing and exhilarating. My first physical contact with a human in 

months. Was it simply that and no more?  

 

 

***  

 

Today Vruddha sat up till past midnight to complete the narration. ‘Shubh rathri,’ 

he said as usual when he was done, and then corrected himself. ‘I should be saying good 

morning not good night.” It’s two hours into June 10th.’  

Even if I myself hadn't been the beneficiary of the amorphous, aerial voice’s hour 

long performance, I still would have swallowed Vruddha’s story without a jiggle. He 

exudes an aura that has me almost rushing to entrust to him my very soul. Having 

withstood quite a few assaults on my thinking self by being assertively hard-headed, this 

ridiculous response to the ageless wonder baffles me.  

My fascination for Minnie’s effervescence and RonB’s erudition seems natural: 

after years of compulsive social seclusion and hour upon hour of numbing nothingness, 

I’m aswirl in the vivacious couple’s energy and fizz like a trapped fish that’s made it back 

to the sea.  

My addiction to Kamala too is easily explained. She’s so much spice and sparkle, 

and gorgeous to boot. Besides, the chemistry between us is palpable. [None here is too 

dumb to not notice it, or to mention it. Which is why even the gregarious, incorrigible 

Minnie has been so reticent. I must explore ways to further the nascent promise …]  



But the effect Vruddha has on me is bewildering. And that’s understating it. He 

lures me with oodles of charm but has me frothing at the mouth – the antediluvian frog 

in the well. Yet, I struggle to negotiate the gulf between bliss and despair as the long 

hours on the terrace wind their way to the inevitable ‘shubh rathri’ that I want to push 

back farther and farther with every passing minute …  

I guess the way Vruddha affects me is how those charlatans affected Anita. How 

she would track down those so-called god-men: she often believed herself ecstatic in the 

presence of one or another. Their put-on holiness sent caterpillars up my spine. Their 

pathetic misconstructions of the mind of God and desultory delusions about the heart of 

man transported her to the seventh heaven, or so she said. I sat through their highfalutin 

gibberish hallucinating about the love to follow the hours of torture. No person, deity or 

any damn thing has grabbed hold of me the way Vruddha does. I can drown and never be 

drenched enough in Vruddha-ness.  

The hypnotic ambience of Vruddha’s terrace stretches its tentacles to my balcony, 

my head feels like it’s been put on hot ice. I must crawl back into the cubbyhole to sleep, 

or go mad.  



June 10, 2000  

DAY 7. Sitting beside window in cubbyhole, with day light oozing 

in.  
 

 

With Vruddha’s Scheherazade act carrying on till the wee hours today and this 

business of compulsive minute-making going on till my mind switched off in protest, 

sleep ought to have taken over, but the starved senses bayed for a human clutch. I 

managed to locate a couple of Calmpose by moonlight and downed them. They kept off 

the mid-nightly madness that’s become staple of late and would have let sanity return in 

toto hadn’t an insistent pounding rudely intruded into my anesthetized consciousness. I 

thrashed about, trying to breakout of the barbiturate’s grip,and hip-hopped in agony to 

answer the clamour, cursing the wall that kicked my toe awake. I swung open the door 

on myself and stood unhinged, zig-zagging on my unhurt foot, gawking at the surprise 

visitor. Kamala.  

‘Why on earth ...?’ But she just brushed aside my interjection, breezed in, dunked 

a flask of coffee on the floor, spout forth ‘some sugar, just in case,’ and other inanities 

like ‘a boy will bring you boiled milk twice a day’ and ‘RonB’s got some oats and 

cornflakes. Enough to keep you both alive for a couple of days, Minnie says.’ And breezed 

out before I could catch her voice.  

I banged shut the door feeling cheated – of sleep, and of something else and 

zagged back to the reed mat, miserably half-awake. Hey, was that real or a dream? That 

girl in the indigo salwar kameez and braid snaking down to the hips, who looked no older 

than Kishori: was that Kamala?  

I sprung to the door, scuppering any attempt by the barbiturate to takeover once 

again. The sun was just a sliver of orange-pink but I peered through the gloom feeling 

old, lecherous, foolish, at a fair profile atop a swan neck swathed in a turtle-neck.  

A hand went up and out the knee-length indigo top with fuzzy doodles that stood 

out humongous and white against the dark outside. ‘Cheerio’ she waved. ‘Be back in a 

day or two,’ said another silhouette from farther back, in Minnie’s voice, and the duo 

were gone. I slunk back and luxuriated on a miserable, meticulous cogitation...  

***  



 

There I am, perched under the coconut tree in her courtyard, watching her rustle 

up a brunch. How she chatters non-stop like a gregarious myna, a belligerent sparrow. 

Prancing to and fro like a deer, she hangs out her soap-nut-washed.turmeric-dyed sari to 

dry. I see the shadow of her breast on my acid-washed, jeans dyed in carcinogens, a 

resonant metonym of the New World. Having stretched and plucked some jasmine 

flowers, she drops the fragrant remnants of last night’s life well lived into cool water in 

iron bucket, bends waist down in imitation of the succulent creeper, and swiftly mops 

her living space. Vignettes of her and the flowers’ fading smells tease my senses and 

something else deep down every time she wafts by.  

The smell of copra transmogrified into oil and the aroma of fresh-fried curry 

leaves overpowers all other senses, now stirring other more pressing desires – soon 

indulged. Sitting cross-legged opposite each other, under the coconut tree, in the manner 

of a married couple’s easy comfort, Kamala and I eat food that’s freshly cooked from leaf 

plates - not simply poured out from plastic on to plastic. Greens and veggies, home-

grown with manure from kitchen waste, the leaf plates we eat off, and 

friend.cum.companion.cow droppings. Fresh, organic, free, and delightfully filling.  

Brunch over, she tucks up her sari and sits on her haunches by the well, with the 

warm ash from the cook stove scraped off into a coconut shell and a handful of coconut 

fibre to scour the vessels. I draw up water from the well and pour it out slowly; the 

vessels begin to gleam like new. For a while there’s silence. The squirrels are busy 

nibbling the leftovers and Kamala doesn’t talk when doing the dishes; the ash gets into 

her mouth, she says. I watch her puckered face and tightly closed lips, and fall in love 

with her womanliness again and again ...  

 

 

***  

 

Heck! Numbing inertia and night after night of wakefulness were crowding out all 

sanity. Anything for the sleep of the dead, just this once.  

My eyes scoured the room and settled on a black formula decorating a white 

carton. The Diazepam doodle drew me like a temptress and an upper limb stretched out, 



guiltily. I was on the verge of succumbing when a knock at the door heralded an 

unexpected caller again.  

I threw down the pill and scrambled up. Big toe and wall met with a bang, again. 

Twice in two hours! protested the appendage. ‘Wait, wait’ I screamed, at the door and at 

the toe, in fear and in pain, afraid the timid knocks would taper off, afraid the toe would 

swell up self-righteously if not appeased immediately. I hobbled to the door like a frog in 

heat, quickly pasting an expressionless expression to cover up the tumultuous.tormented 

senses threatening to bare all.  

A being of middling height, covered in a black robe from head to toe, mutely 

shoved a sizzling brass pot of milk into my hands and darted off. I cursed, dashed in and 

dunked the milk pot next to the flask on the floor. The ‘boiled’ milk Kamala had so 

thoughtfully arranged for had melted my fingers to the bone. I thrust them and then my 

toe and then my head under a seething jet of chill tap water.  

 

 

***  

 

Repaired and refreshed, I write this while waiting for the milk to cool down and 

for want of anything better to do: the day looms long.  

Half past five. Back by the window, inside cubby-hole.  

Evening shadows gather beyond the balcony in potent silence and incandescent 

lamplight makes the cubbyhole ethereal. I write in a trance, urging the hours to while 

themselves away in a trice so I can bother Vruddha. The lonesome long day is proving to 

be far too exciting to keep to myself.  

After seeing off Kamala into the morning shadows, and the kid in the hood into 

broader daylight, and dawdling over the diary, jotting inanities for posterity, I gulped 

down the cooled milk and the hot coffee straight from the implements, dawdled some 

more in the shower till I could dawdle no more, and yet time stood snail still.  

Under any circumstance, and especially under such underwhelming conditions, 

the prospect of a tete a tete with RonB is tantalizing. I set off to take on the bantering and 

mind-food, and, of course, the oats and cornflakes, with gusto. Maanavi was clothed in 

yellow gold: her favorite morning attire. I criss-crossed all one mile some of her arterial 



avenue and gambolled up to RonB’s tree house. The guy was parked in the midst of a pile 

of transparencies. ‘The good prof. has got in touch with an exciting bunch of guys. GR: 

he’s simply amazing. I’ve been invited to give a talk. You just go ahead. Go on, help 

yourself,’ he urged, and waved to containers crammed with stuff ranged on an exotic 

shelf of piled planks – dead wood he picked up while scouring the forests and hills for his 

‘dear darling damsels and dragons’. I helped myself in silence, perhaps too stoically. 

Scientists are sensitive: their antennae are always up and receiving signals of aberrant, 

atypical behavior. Sympathizing, no doubt, with the solitary state I wore on my sleeve, 

RonB told me about an exclusive niche Minnie and he had discovered and kept secret to 

swim away some hot nights in privacy.  

‘It’s the same Bhargavi or a small offshoot of sorts that’s lost direction. But it’s got 

a rich feel. Beats a beach resort, actually,’ he winked, and I let myself be tempted for 

want of anything better to do. A few minutes on, stripped to my shorts, I swam away the 

blues in the remote and cozy alcove, feeling like Robinson Crusoe without a fantasy Girl 

Friday. After lazing away an hour or more, I stuffed the remnants of emptiness inside 

with black plums plucked right off the low hanging branches of the giant jamun trees on 

the trail from alcove to cottage. Depression feeds off an empty stomach, grandpa always 

said. I made sure to pack the insides further by searing my throat with the boiled milk 

the boy – now de-hooded and dressed in faded tracks too baggy for him – promptly 

brought in soon as I unlatched my cabin door. He deigned to flash a toothy smile before 

disappearing – an improvement over the earlier encounter, which encouraged me to 

explore the valley for more jamun-skinned residents. Between Kamala and Vruddha I’d 

let myself be too monopolized.  

All of six mud roads, four feet wide, wind down from the arterial main road to 

dead ends against a rock face. The main road stops at the foot of the hill, before climbing 

on up, and an early road at the entrance to the village turns left and ends up at the 

Bhargavi. That’s all there is to Maanavi. Now that I know it like the back of my hand, 

grandpa's map can safely sit in my satchel.  

Grandpa drew it in 1972. That makes the map three decades old. But, wait a 

minute. He drew it from memory that goes back much farther than 1972 or even 1962 

when he left India and settled down with us in Rowe. It actually goes back to the time 

when grandpa left Maanavi for once and for all, at the behest of his brother-in-law, and 

settled down with his sister’s family in Pune so that dad, who’d just started school, could 

have a good education. Amazing! For six decades time seems to have forgotten Maanavi. 

Not a thing has changed since grandpa left. The alleyways, the river, the old peepul tree 



with its cracked wide open platform, the sacred grove, the island, the tanks, the temple 

on the hillock, even the houses! Only the people are missing. Even more absent is the 

bustle that was pregnant in grandpa’s recollections.  

During the valley-wide exploration I did bump into three or four households 

which were, surprise-surprise, occupied. I waved to the children. The girls suspended 

their hopscotch and stood like cranes in their boxes, the boys paused their Tarzan act 

and hung limply to the aerial roots of a banyan tree, and all followed me with naked eyes 

stripped of warmth and even of curiosity: humans without humanity? I shivered in the 

hot afternoon and smiled into vacant space to shrug off the ominous reception. A pair of 

idlers squatting on their haunches and chewing non-stop, who wouldn’t pause for a 

raging bull, ogled with half-open mouths oddly puckered to keep the juices inside while 

giving a brief respite to the ubiquitous betel-tobacco-lime that scoured their cheeks and 

numbed their tastes. Other adults, actively engaged in pea shelling, grain cleaning or 

peanut snacking also paused to take stock of the albino in their midst. The glimmer of 

interest did not translate into a greeting despite the extra broad smile plastered to my 

face. Feeling like a crowd-puller candidate who got the eyeballs and the ears but no 

votes, I turned tail.  

The Diazepam beckoned. There were hours upon bleak hours to ride out before I 

could present myself at Vruddha’s, but I could end up over-sleeping. I decided to climb 

uphill to make a closer inspection of the aged implement that had chosen to appear in 

my dream. It seemed the only sensible option open.  

‘Hey, ancient! Thanks for the entertainment and all that, but no clue what you 

meant by the song and dance. What with bells and deaths and all, I guess you want me to 

read between the lines and do something about something. But you got a real dense guy 

here. My brain’s kinda goofy – doesn’t lend itself to abstract teasers; but get real, real 

close to life, and the gray cells go all groovy. It’s all up to you ...’ The granite block 

listened to my soliloquy in stony silence, but the beady-eyeds that seem to haunt the 

place squirted tiny squeals as if they’d seen a snake. ‘Princes are known to talk with 

plants and demi-gods have been sending messages through clouds since the Kalidasan 

age. I had to talk or swallow my voice. So there!’ The squirrels gravely lent me their ears 

and swished their tails. But I didn’t get a chance to estimate their empathy. A roll of 

thunder cut short my oration and had me dashing back to my room as a sudden dark 

cloud encompassed the valley.  



Snug beside the window by the balcony, I watched the sun chase away the cloud – 

now morphed into clouds that tumbled over one another in a race to escape. With 

several hours to blow up before Vruddha would entertain me, twiddling my thumbs 

wasn’t a realistic option. I sought out a thriller to put some zing back into hours that 

stretched like the pale, stripped clean sky. I hadn’t brought any. With the wisdom of past 

experience, I set the alarm to a quarter to seven before settling down with Smiley’s 

People. Predictably enough, it put me to sleep. Unpredictably, though, the grinding stone 

gave an encore, and here I am, scrambling up within an hour of nodding off, to record 

the words before I forget because the grinding stone not only conveys conundrums but 

does it in style, coupling verse with allegory, the nuances of which simply do not 

percolate through jaded layers of my thick head.  

The king's daughter isn't his;  

the moon that glows in the mist is.  

The lotus fought in vain  

the Lord sovereign  

while his wife wallowed in bliss.  

Brilliant, no doubt, though to me sheer nonsense. What vibrations has the 

grinding stone absorbed over generations, I wonder, that it should go so lyrical and 

choose such a convoluted manner to convey the secrets it holds. And, what wouldn’t I 

give to know the secrets that are waiting for release within the dozens of other discarded 

implements that dot the Maanavi landscape...  

Grandpa would tell stories of desolate ancient mansions with clay-tiled floors and 

stone pillars that would chime, tinkle, peal, buzz, vibrate to the touch, and resound with 

swara and laya. ‘Temples of music once, the very stones had become musical, steeped in 

melodies absorbed over centuries. It was indescribable ecstasy for those who heard 

them,’ he would say and spend the next several minutes on a manodharmic journey, 

humming soulful tunes whose words had been left in the land he loved and lost for ever.  

 

 

 



Some time after 10.00 pm. By the glow of the flash-light, back in 

my cabin.  
 

 

Perhaps, the desire to crack the mystery of the singing-dancing stone implement 

would brook no more delay; perhaps I wanted to flaunt my intimate affair with 

Maanavi’s mystique, just in case Vruddha was under an illusion that he had been the 

only chosen one. On the other hand, maybe it was just the need to share a secret with 

someone. Whatever the reason, I knew when I left for Vruddha’s that I was going to tell 

him. And I did – all about the mysterious Voice and Maanavendra and the dreams 

delivered by the grinding stone.  

‘Oh, to be the recipient of the sacred story of Maanavendra!’ gushed Vruddha 

soon as I was done with the peepul tree’s monologue. ‘A rare honor,’ he finished, a tad 

wistfully.  

Feeling like a gofer who had upstaged the boss I tried to get him to linger on his 

own exceptional experience – ‘It’s a greater honor to be led to the Hosa Podu. The 

greatest, I would think. Tell me more about them – the Maanava. I wonder if I’ll ever be 

led there – ever get to meet them.’  

‘Surely, surely,’ Vruddha said reassuringly. But there was no promise. He was 

more eager to inquisition me. He wheedled out minute details, dragging me back and 

forth over the narrative till I got fed up, riffled through the diary I’d brought along, and 

just changed tack: Hey, listen to this, I said and launched into a rhyme I might have 

thought twice before sharing, despite my earlier conviction, were I not feeling hemmed 

in like a delinquent in custody under siege.  

‘So have I heard and so have I seen;  

Lies that are known hide the truth within.  

The little flower died not inside the well  

(it's not that she slipped and fell):  

Hit on the head,  

thrown in dead __’  



‘Where did you get that?’ Vruddha interrupted, accosting me even before I got to 

the bit about the bell being red with blood. Chin lowered, brows disappearing into 

furrowed forehead, burning coal eyes nakedly probed and tried to cleave to my shifting 

ones. It was a direct attack: where did you get the rhyme – as if I’d taken possession of 

something that wasn’t my due. I felt under siege again.  

‘Believe it or not, I dreamt it. A … a grinding stone recited it, and there’s a bit 

more about the bell being red with blood, etc.’ I sniggered self-deprecatingly into my 

chest. But there were no questions this time. Only a story.  

‘It’s appalling, yes, but too old a story to matter.’ Vruddha began with the 

enigmatic assurance and added, ‘It’s about a murder – as I’m sure you would have 

guessed. But I’m at a loss to understand why the information should have been delivered 

in a dream, after all these years, by a grinding stone at that __’  

‘And to me, a stranger at that,’ I grinned. Vruddha cocked his head, 

acknowledging what he would have left unsaid with a smile.  

Mani, or bell, was a metonym for Ramamani who, not being able to come to terms 

with the fact that she herself had been consigned to single-hood, ‘detested all wives’, 

especially her brothers’. She was particularly brutal to Pushpa, the flower – a gentle and 

delicate being who couldn’t have been named anything else. Pushpa was merely twelve 

when she left her home in the deep south to come and live with her husband in Maanavi. 

Ramamani, twenty years older, huge, and ruthless with her vicious tongue and loose 

hand, terrorized the young girl. A volley of verbal abuse would follow every minor 

offense like using two matchsticks instead of one to light a lamp or a coal stove, and 

severe beatings were the order if the offence was more serious – like, for instance, over-

salting a savory or soup. Ramamani's stranglehold of the family affairs was a given. She 

was an extremely good looking though over-sized woman, and her culinary skills were 

exemplary. She was a much beloved only daughter with four much-younger brothers all 

in awe of their ‘wunderkind’ sis. Most of all, it was her talent for keeping house that had 

kept the family afloat when all around them fellow families were succumbing to 

starvation, debt and death. Naturally, she’d always found it easy to get away with 

murder, and finally, literally, did.  

On that fateful day, Ramamani had asked Pushpa to fetch water from the river. It 

had been a drought year and the Bhargavi had receded considerably, leaving the bank 

slushy and slippery. Pushpa, small-built and slender, carrying a full pitcher too big and 

heavy for her, lost her footing and fell. The mud vessel cracked. Ramamani, it was 



rumored even then, had hit the poor child on the head with the cracked pitcher, a new, 

heavy one. And not realizing that the child was dead she had poured venom and water in 

equal measure on Pushpa's prostrate form.  

Constructing the story backwards, now that the truth seemed to have surfaced, 

Vruddha said the fear of being tried for murder probably lent wings to Ramamani’s 

criminal creative prowess and she decided to throw the dead child and the broken 

pitcher into the well. Once the deed was done all she had to do was spread the word 

around that Pushpa had slipped and fallen into the well when trying to draw water. 

Though few believed Ramamani's version of the story, they just went along since they 

had no proof that it was otherwise. However, haunted by what she believed was the ghost 

of Pushpa, Ramamani went mad and was confined in a mental hospital in Madras. 

Vruddha says her relatives still reside in Maanavi and Ramamani stubbornly lives on, 

bloated beyond imagination due to a hormone problem and wallowing in filth as she has 

become incurably incontinent.  

When it happened, this incident brought home to Vrudhha the truth that his 

attempts to replicate the Maanava magic in Maanavi were not all-pervasive. Viciousness 

had seeped deep into the psyche of the society and it could only be papered over, not 

rooted out. It had been a sobering moment, but there had always been the benefit of 

doubt. Now, there was none. The grinding stone, by turning up in the dream of a total 

stranger like me, and giving an eyewitness account as it were, had revealed the truth 

hidden beneath the lie that the villagers, including Vruddha, had chosen to believe. 

Vruddha was agonized.  

To divert him I said, ‘You know Vruddha, back in New York I endure a daily 

deluge of mails and messages from guys who want to sell everything from credit cards to 

Viagra clones to themselves. I’d put this dream in that league. It warms my cockles – as 

my grandpa would say – to know this dream isn’t trash. Wonder what story is hid in my 

other dream ...’  

The bait of a second dream momentarily served to perk up Vruddha, and divert 

him from the throes of a guilty conscience. But it ended up replacing one kind of 

perturbance with another: anguish with bewilderment. Vruddha spent all evening trying 

to crack the second riddle in a rhyme, but at ‘shubh ratri’ we hadn’t gotten anywhere. All 

he can say for sure is it sure is a clue to something, and what that something is will 

eventually be known.  



June 11, 2000.  

DAY 8. On cloud nine…  
 

 

 

In a few hours I’m leaving for the podu. Yeah, I’m actually going to get to the land 

of the Maanava. The unusual in Maanavi has become so ubiquitous, I had to put this 

down and read it twice before going over the moon or scrambling on to clouds.  

‘You wanted to meet the Maanava. Would tonight suit you?’ Vruddha sprung the 

surprise question when I was on the verge of dismissing myself from his presence, 

weighed down by his detail-heavy history lesson at the end of another mind-numbingly 

humdrum Kamala-less day that began with RonB dashing in with cans of oats and 

cornflakes and dashing out to rattle off in the Land Rover to give his talk to the exciting 

bunch the good prof has roped in.  

After another grand recce of my ancestral land, which I managed to make last till 

noon, it was a throw-up between Calmpose and The Performing Flea. Wodehouse won. 

Fortunately, or so I thought, since sleep might have eaten into precious hours with 

Vruddha. But when the nightly sojourn by moonlight sank like a stone, boring the pants 

off me, I snapped a ‘shubh ratri’, beating Vruddha to it, determined to defect to the 

promised reverie I’d spurned earlier. That’s when Vruddha sprang the surprise. I almost 

missed it in my hurry to submit to allurements more dependable: ‘They have said I may 

bring you to Hosa Podu. But we can only go by night, as you know. We can leave in a few 

hours, tonight, if it suits you.’  

Clearly, it has to be at night. There had been one too many misadventures ... Aha, 

now I get it. Vruddha’s been inundating me in detail, sinking stones and stripping pants 

and all working to a plan. Attaboy!  

 

 

***  

 



All those moons ago when Vruddha ran away, Maanavi was a cornucopia of grain 

heaps and big hearts: ‘the village produced enough for its needs and a spirit of sharing 

ensured no one was in want.’ The forest belonged to all, ‘... protected like an heirloom. To 

be used, but also to be treasured, to be passed on to our children and their children and 

their children’s children.’ The water bodies were also heirlooms: ‘We used to celebrate a 

festival in honor of the Water Goddess. The hilltop temple priest would fix the day. It 

used to come in April, before the onset of the rains __’  

Jala dhaarini, I interjected. Grandpa’s told me about these celebrations. The 

whole village would come together to desilt and widen all the tanks and ponds for a week 

beginning that day. In drought years, the water drawn from the ponds took care of the 

needs of the village.  

‘True, true. Your grandfather was fortunate. His memories were unsullied. I 

wasn’t so lucky. I had to confront the reality of a delinquent Maanavi. A skeletal festival 

was still there, but the spirit was lost.’ Celebrations stopped with the ritual of dumping 

flowers at the resident water goddesses. Then, people simply got drunk at the festive fair 

or gambled away their time. No one wanted to ‘donate’ labor any more; humans had 

become a resource; everything had acquired a price tag.  

Commons were no longer ‘common’. Animal faeces had become passé in the age 

of urea and seeds that meant business. The priest of the hill top temple, along with his 

temple, were disused and disabused of their claims to greatness. The ages-old annual 

weather forecast of the priest in the precincts of the hill top temple, which would set off 

the sowing season and inform the farmers’ choice of seeds, continued. But the priest’s 

voice ricocheted off the temple walls with increasing mildness as none but the bats and 

owls that had taken over the temple turned up to hear him. ‘And after I came back, I 

joined them.’ It was a grim statement of fact, not intended to provoke a smile. I held the 

lips in line, but indulged the curiosity.  

‘Does the forecast work?’ I asked, not bothering to hide the creed of rationality. 

After all ribbing weather reports is a global phenomenon.  

‘It used to,’ Vruddha said, and went on to add ‘But all is not lost, yet.’ I was in no 

mood to contest.  

By the early nineteen nineties Vruddha had managed to re-make Maanavi. He 

brought back forgotten lessons from the Maanava podu, got the village children in 

Maanavi to recite, sing and learn, and also play. People who had been faltering like 

flimsy twigs came together and found strength as a bunch. Schools, lakes, temple – 



everything was set to reclaim its Maanavendran glory, lost in the post-Visvambara phase. 

‘All was hunkum-bunkum as you’d say in America ...’ Vruddha smiled a tight smile that 

vanished even before I said ‘It’s hunky-dory now,’ and his next words overran mine. ‘... 

But I went and lost my mind. Never be too sure of your own wisdom, Bapuji used to 

caution. I threw prudence to the winds and Maanavi and the Maanava paid the price. 

Maanavi would step into the golden jubilee of the country’s Independence covered in 

glory, I imagined. “Come and see my village and my work,” I wrote, to a friend and a 

leader of modern India. He had learned with me at Bapuji’s feet.’  

He came, he saw, and he tore Vruddha to pieces. ‘You think this is what Bapuji 

meant when he asked us to go and serve our villages? How was it before you came here, I 

don’t know. But here and now you are the leader, I can see. The villagers respect you. 

You have given them back their roots. But let me tell you theirs is the happiness of the 

ignorant. Do you know? In 1800 the first sugar mill in your state was set up. In 1902, 

your state had Asia’s first hydroelectric project and the world’s longest power 

transmission line. Now it is a hundred years later but you don’t have a single factory in 

your village! You don’t even have television, and you’re still using barter. What sort of 

people! Come to the real world and you will all be trampled upon and mashed like boiled 

potatoes.’  

Vruddha was shaken. He didn’t want to confine his fellow citizens to a ghetto, 

deny them the exposure to choices. ‘I allowed myself to be convinced that by using his 

political clout my friend could transform Maanavi into a place that would sleekly fit into 

the modern world without losing its ties to its roots. “Happiness will multiply hundred 

times, thousand times! You’ll see,” he said.’  

In less than a year Maanavi was transformed. And how! The dish antennae that 

registered their incongruent presence soon as I landed here were a remnant of the ‘gifts’ 

Maanavi got from that early tryst with the corridors of power.  

‘Televisions became de rigueur. Soon, pleasure took on a more complex meaning. 

And, in the pursuit of pleasure, happiness was lost,’ Vruddha said, voice muffled as he hit  

his forehead in self-reproach. In search of that elusive television-triggered visions of 

pleasure and progress, the villagers started moving out of Maanavi, first in a trickle, and 

then in a flood. Soon as he came to know of a family’s plans to leave, Vruddha would be 

at their doorstep. Day after day he’d go there, talk, cajole, beg, trying to convince them 

not to leave Maanavi. But they wouldn’t listen. Not the head of the household, not the 

other elders, not the women, and, of course, not the children. ‘They seemed to think I 



was a buffoon from the Dark Ages or something.’ The ten- and twelve-year olds would 

rag him no end: ‘Vruddha, the rest of the world is going up to the moon and the sun in 

rockets. Even a dog has gone into space. Only we in Maanavi don’t even know how the 

inside of an airplane looks. If we’re like this, then all the world will desert us and go off to 

another planet. If you watch TV you’ll also know all these things. You’re still living in 

some old Gandhian age. Now we have all new Gandhis. Have you heard of these white-

skinned Gandhis?’ the kids would jeer. The elders wouldn’t pull them up. Instead, they’d 

add salt and pepper to the wound. Disdainful, seething with discontent, they would rant: 

‘Maanavendra is all old hat. Who wants to go around meditating and cleaning tanks and 

going back into the past to learn things? Life is all about the future. If we fail to give our 

youngsters a leg up now, they’re doomed.’ Vruddha was pained by this prediction of ruin 

more than anything else. All he had done for decades since 1947 was intended to keep 

their penchant for self-destruction at bay. ‘The scars left by verbal abuse never heal,’ he 

said. Indifference is worse, I added silently.  

‘That friend of yours was a good fellow. But he’s not to be seen nowadays, except 

on TV,’ the villagers sniggered. ‘He’s always giving away something or the other in some 

place or the other. He seems to be a big shot; surely, he will be able to give us a road. If 

we have a pucca road, buses will come. Then we can stay on here as our children can go 

to study in the town colleges. What is the use of studying all the ancient texts? Will that 

get them a job in an office? If we had a good bus road, we can also go and sell in the big 

markets and buy things we see on TV instead of running our lives on barter. If we can 

sell, then we will grow things. If we can grow things, then it is useful to keep the tanks 

clean. Then you’ll also be happy and we’ll also be happy. So, see to getting us a pucca 

road. Else we have to take matters into our own hands. We don’t want to remain stuck 

here and have our graves over our great-great-grandfathers,’ they said, shrugging off the 

ultimatum with a take it or leave it posturing. And they kept leaving. Haunted by the 

barren and bare Maanaviscape hurtling towards turning a ghost village, Vruddha wrote 

to his friend ‘against all my instincts and my better sense.’  

‘Bapuji wouldn’t have wanted me to oversee the ruination of the land of my birth, 

her humiliation, would he?’ Vruddha’s rhetorical question was uncharacteristic, as was 

the apparent bitterness. I soon understood why.  

The fellow Gandhian responded quickly, in the only way he knew. He steamrolled 

all of Vruddha’s objections and began laying a road to the Maanavi valley from Maanavi 

Cross, exactly from the spot where I got off the bus, flattening the forest, carting off 



truckloads of timber that had, till the other day, been proud trees that had seen 

centuries.  

‘With every tree that came crashing down my stomach churned a bucket of bile. 

But I was helpless. Even the villagers of Maanavi, who had so wanted the road, were 

unnerved and agitated.’ Vruddha floundered in the midst of their accusations and 

entreaties. In the end, he made a mad scramble up the Suvarnagiri, down the 

Suvarnarekha, to the land of the Maanava. And they responded with precision and 

imagination. Under the cover of darkness, that very night, a few of them came and hid in 

the thick canopy of the trees that had been marked for cutting. Next morning, they 

welcomed the workmen with a shower of arrows. These guys reacted in much the same 

way as RonB and I had. They ran for their lives. Further, they refused to risk life and 

limb for a mere road. Tree cutting came to a halt and the asphalting was abandoned. 

Mission accomplished? Actually, not yet.  

When Vruddha had rushed to the Hosa Podu in a frenzy to do something, 

anything, to stop the rape of the forest, streaks of orange, pink and purple had still been 

seeping in through the dense canopy that loomed over Suvarnagiri, and in the ghostly 

glow of dusk curious eyes had followed Vruddha till he disappeared into the darkness. 

After the Maanava intervened to successfully thwart the progress of the road, an army of 

workmen, thirsting for revenge, advanced towards the Hosa Podu ‘to teach the savages a 

lesson.’ They got as far as the Suvarnarekha, and even crossed it. But the only path that 

led up from there ended in a sheer drop. The hit team was forced to climb down. They 

vented their frustration on the animals and trees, laying bare large swathes of forest, 

killing wantonly, and carting off the carcasses of as many fawns and birds and boar as 

they could. The Maanava seethed but held fire. The enemy was too near.  

‘Our triumvirate Maanavendra, Uttama and Visvambara would have died that 

day,’ a Maanava elder told Vruddha gravely, and made him swear that he would never 

again travel to the Hosa Podu before the sky had turned black, and also that he would 

never bring anyone with him unless he had the Maanava’s permission.  



June 12, 2000  

Hosa Podu. Under the ‘tree of time’.  
 

 

 

I gingerly slid into the humus till butt met solid ground, and let my back rest 

against the white-gray sturdiness of the soaring oak, which Sampige’s just informed me 

is their ‘tree of time’. With hundreds of nude arms stretched up in prayer the soaring, 

vertical wonder seems all set to graze the sky some day. I’d always imagined American 

kids were precocious; Hasta Sampige Maanava would beat them hollow.  

 

 

***  

 

The morning began early. The sun doesn’t creep into Hosa Podu as it does in 

Maanavi, gently touching everything with gold. It just bursts in on the hillslopes with a 

cheery ‘Ups-a-daisy’ yanking up the unawake ones like me with its embarrassing 

brightness. You don’t want to be caught napping: The sun-baked soil-block hovels of the 

five hundred plus Maanava who populate the podu seem like Cairngorm crystals 

stealthily embedded into the virgin emerald velvetiness of the Suvarnagiri. But for all 

their gemstone-like appeal, they still lack a modern touch: doors! The hillside opens into 

homes that open onto rooms that open into one another. Birds and animals wander in 

and out, and if a langur takes away a bunch of bananas the verdict goes against the 

person who thought it fit to pluck an entire bunch off a tree. ‘Greed is the king of venoms’ 

I overheard a Maanava elder telling a group of children who he stopped from chasing a 

simian that was running off with more bananas than it would need – apparently from 

one of the children’s homes. The children clamored to know why animals could be 

greedy, but not humans. ‘After meditation. It’s almost time. Run along,’ the elder said, 

and welcomed me to join, deep brown eyes smiling an invitation from under bushy, dark, 

straight as an arrow brows, projecting like anaesthetized caterpillars from his unlined, 

chocolate dark forehead.  



‘Summer, winter, rain or fall, Maanavendra would rise much before the first rays 

of the sun touched the Bhargavi,’ he said, and I nodded, happy to have further 

confirmation of the Voice’s dependability. ‘The entire village would rise with him – all 

except the aged, the diseased and infants. In the auspicious hour before sunrise all would 

cleanse their bodies with water and their minds with meditation,’ he said, and began 

walking me towards a peepul tree in the distance under which a crowd was slowly 

gathering. ‘Over time, this practice has changed somewhat. Change is a fact of life and 

living. We accommodate and accept that. So the cleansing ritual is done somewhat later 

now. But we hope it will always be done. And by all of our people.’  

There was a pause that, perhaps, I was meant to plug. But what could I say? These 

weren’t things I’d thought about, and I wasn’t sure if contrarian views were welcome. He 

probed, brown eyes scrutinizing my expression keenly, and then he continued, 

apparently satisfied. ‘From sunrise till noon men and women would engage in 

community work and domestic work and children would study under masters. We still 

do; none in Hosa Podu has gone to study anywhere else. Afternoon was time for rest, 

recreation and re-visiting the past to learn from each other and from Nature. In the 

evening, there would be discussions and debates, exhibition of talents and exchange of 

ideas and the precincts of the hill top temple would come alive with dance and song, 

drama and debate __’  

‘Hill top temple in Maanavi?’ I interjected.  

‘Hmm... we now call it Keezhnaadu, the lower place. Because they are in the 

distant downhill and no longer children of Maanavendra. In our Podu, we still follow ... 

in spirit, if not in word. You’ll see. Soon after sun down, when the lotus has lent its glow 

to the world, Maanavendra would sit on the platform at the ancient peepul’s feet. All the 

people would gather and listen to his vibrant voice. The infants would lie in cloth cradles 

tied to the ancient peepul’s branches, the birds would chatter in a score tongues, the 

insects would come out to seek their food and darkness would descend slowly as the oil 

lamps went out one by one. It’s the same here. Even if Maanavendra left us hundreds of 

thousands of years ago, he is still here. Visvambara did that for us. You only need to seek, 

and you’ll find.’  

I would’ve liked to have that cryptic statement explained: seek what? Love too? 

But we’d reached the Hosa Podu’s own peepul and with a sense of déjà vu, I merged into 

a congregation of meditating Maanava.  



Hundreds of people of all sizes sat still as toys arranged haphazardly on the 

slopes, cleansing their minds. ‘Our peepul tree is an offshoot of the ancient one, brought 

here, planted and watered by Visvambara,’ the Maanava elder said softly, and gestured 

for me to sit and close my eyes.  

My never-cleansed mind rebelled. I twitched, fidgeted, lost the struggle, and 

allowed my forced.shut.eyes to open. I scanned the sea of closed eyes feeling weighted 

down by my absurd self-importance. Why had I imagined I was making a public 

spectacle of myself? I looked around furtively, frantically, not knowing if I should sit with 

open eyes staring at closed ones or get up and leave – or would that be a faux pas? And 

suddenly my gray-blue eyes locked looks with a pair of bumblebees. A kid, shimmering 

dark as rich cocoa stirred in steaming water, shut-open one bumble bee in a 

conspiratorial wink, got up, and indicated I should follow her.  

‘That'll go on for another half hour, my name is Hasta Sampige Maanava and I’m 

named after the fragrant tree flower, sampige.’ the kid said with self-assurance, running 

information and introduction into one incongruous sentence after we’d walked out of 

earshot of the meditating multitude.  

‘I’m Kannan. Named after ..., er, a god,’ I said.  

‘God? What is that?’ Sampige asked pertly. A strange question, especially in India, 

the land of three hundred thousand or million gods. But the little girl was in right 

earnest.  

How does one explain the notion of god to a kid? God means nothing to me, but 

means so many things to so many people. ‘How old are you?’ I asked, buying time.  

‘I'm as old as the ground on which we stand or as young as the plant that's being 

born from the pea pod soaked this morning. As Sampige, born under the Hasta 

constellation, I've lived in the Maanava land for eight rtu cycles,’ she replied.  

‘If you've seen eight seasonal cycles you must be eight years old. A pretty young 

age to give such a complex answer to such a simple question.’ I was thoroughly amused, 

and didn’t shy away from showing it. I didn’t have to tailor my expressions for a child.  

Sampige didn’t share the levity; she responded with an extraordinary sequel. ‘We 

believe that the soul is born again and again and that each of our souls has been born 

many times. Each time it’s born, the soul brings with it the experience of its previous 

births. In this birth you have an older body than mine. But for all you know your soul 

may be a lot younger. Since we don't know the age of our souls, here in the podu, we 



always give our age that way. You see, how old I am doesn't depend only on the body. It 

also depends on the soul.’  

The conversation was going to require more concentration than I could give it, 

ambling. I plonked down on a patch of undergrowth that had been dried of dew. ‘Is it 

okay to come away when the meditation is on? I mean, will you be punished for it?’ I 

asked.  

‘What does that mean, punished?’  

There we go again ... what is god, what is punishment ... was she for real? But this 

was easy.  

‘I mean, will someone be angry with you because you did something you weren’t 

supposed to?’  

Laughter, followed by another of Sampige’s trademark stunners: ‘Oh ... I 

understand now. Some of my friends in neighboring villages go to study in the school in 

keezhnaadu. They tell me that they're not supposed to talk in class. If they talk, the 

teacher will get angry and will make them run around the school building thrice. That is 

punishment, no? How funny! As if you can swallow your thoughts when you want to say 

something. And the punishment is funnier still. Don't the keezhnaadu people know that 

it's such a joy to run, feeling the wind on your face?’  

‘Okay. So, will you be punished?’ I didn’t want to jeopardize my fledgling 

relationship with the Maanava, much less get the kid into problems.  

‘No, no. No one here will be angry if I don't do what I'm supposed to, some of the 

time. But if I don't do it all the time they’ll name me in the weekly assembly and it's a 

shame,’ she said gravely. Such an old mind in such a young body – are all Maanava kids 

like this? ‘Just for a day or two, now and then, we can break personal rules like this. But 

we can never break community rules. If we do, we’ll never be given any responsibility for 

a long, long time, till the wise people decide we feel remorseful enough. My mother's 

brother broke a community rule once, and it was awful. He works with wood. Those who 

work with wood have to cut their own trees __’  

‘So they’re both carpenters and wood cutters?’  

‘Something like that ... Once, this uncle was assigned the task of cutting a tree and 

floating it downstream by a particular date. He forgot. Actually he procrastinated and 

that’s why he forgot. So he was barred from doing anything for the community for 



several months. The tree was for the Sancharis. They had come to look for a particular 

kind of tree in our podu because they had none suitable in their podu.’  

‘Sancharis? Are they some kind of tribe?’  

‘Oh, you don’t know them? The Sancharis are our nearest neighbors. They live in 

Gopucha, downstream. My Sanchari friends – they go to the keezhnaadu school. The 

elder Sancharis, they came here and selected a tree for making an idol. You see, they 

worship idols __’  

‘Hey, Sampige. You remember you asked what is god? Well, many people 

consider the idol as god. They worship it, pray for favors and all that. They even seek an 

end to their sorrows. In return they offer the idol some goodies – fruits, sweets and all. 

Sounds pretty foolish when put like this... I’m sure it means more, at least to those who 

believe __’  

‘Oh, that is god! I guess then Nature is a kind of god. At different times of the 

year, year after year, we also offer Nature various things. We call it baghina. We have 

manjal kaapu post-harvest. We cover the earth – all our fields with dried and powdered 

turmeric from the previous year’s harvest. When the rainy season begins, we go around 

feeding bettada nelli barks to the water bodies – wells, rivers, streams, all that. But we 

don't ask for favors or share our sorrows. Nature gives on her own. She's our mother, no? 

Mothers know also when we’re sad and why. In good time she'll make us feel better in 

her own way. We needn’t ask her or tell her anything. The wise people say our offerings 

are a way of giving back to mother Nature. The turmeric heals the wounds we cause to 

the earth when harvesting; the gooseberry sweetens the water and makes it healthy....’  

We had been talking for close to an hour, and all the while a shadow had been 

creeping up on us: the shadow of the ‘tree of time’. Sampige suddenly jumped up, 

pointed to the shadow, and said it showed she needed to rush to school. Then she was 

off, sprinting down the canopy shaded hillside, feet lightly negotiating the damp 

undergrowth, banana fiber bow flip flopping at the tip of a tight plait snaking to her 

waist. A chatterbox. Like Kamala...  

 

 

***  

 



... Perhaps Kamala’s back. I ought to have pinned a note to the bamboo 

contraption. Here now in Hosa Podu there isn’t even a cloud messenger to let her know 

I’m still around. The Maanava weather-god has peppered the sky with uninspiring dwarf 

cauliflower clouds. The scurrying itsy-bitsies flit past a queue of magnificent structures 

in raw stone: Mayan clones, or precursors, that seem to have sprung out of the land of 

my grandfather’s ancestors – or ancestors that might’ve been [grandpa’s never 

mentioned the Maanava, or even Maanavendra for that matter.] The ancient observatory 

and libraries enclosed by giant walls under soaring domed ceilings that seem welded to 

the Suvarnagiri loom over sun-baked brick walls and thatched roofs – stacked up 

Cairngorm crystals haphazardly meandering several kilometers into wooded mountain 

heights, the riches of which, Vruddha tells me, have been meticulously documented over 

the ages, and preserved with the timeless records going back to the times of 

Maanavendra.  

I spent a few groggy moments in the observatory last night, at the fag end of my 

journey to here. ‘Kannan, meet Pushya Taara Maanava,’ introduced Vruddha and I let 

myself be enfolded in the warm embrace of a gentle giant, the first Maanava of the trip, 

who happened to be the Maanava star-gazer. [Taara, working with taare! Did they name 

him knowing he would be working with stars? Like my sophomore year English 

professor, Mr. Teacher!]  

 

 

***  

 

Hosa Podu isn’t a place one can find easily. Amazing Vruddha could, on his own, 

merely with clues thrown up by an anonymous Voice. All the more astonishing to think 

Visvambara could discover the route to this Xanadu concealed in the remote reaches of 

the Sahyadri. Was it the Voice that brought her too, or was she simply propelled by the 

weight of the burden of preserving and perpetuating a culture from exterminators no less 

ingenious than herself? Speaking for myself, I’d lost all notions of time, distance and 

direction by the time we reached the Maanava land in the waning hours of yesterday – or 

was it the wee hours of today? The only thing I knew for sure was that I was exhausted.  

When we left Maanavi, the moon, a few hours old, was casting a tremulous silvery 

glow over the briefly rain-splattered village. Vruddha was dressed in his usual white, 



coarse cotton dhoti but not wrapped like a towel around his hips. He’d drawn the cloth 

between his legs and it hung around his hips like a shrunken pajama, the edges hovering 

around his knees. He was carrying a loosely tied small cloth bundle slung lightly over his 

left shoulder in contrast to the haversack I was lugging along, huge enough to hold half a 

man, painstakingly jam-packed with all things I couldn’t be found dead without: jeans 

and tees, bathing, swimming, and shaving gear, as many mineral water bottles as were 

still found sealed, chocolates, medicines, a couple of books, and the only weapon I could 

find: a curtain rod from the single bay window overlooking the winding path to my room. 

Feeling ridiculous, pretending nonchalance, I jogged down the steps from my cabin to 

join Vruddha who mutely handed me one of the two stout bamboo sticks he was holding, 

and set off at a swift, Gandhian pace.  

A few minutes on I realized I’d forgotten my flashlight and wanted to go back for 

it. Vruddha shot down the idea with a cryptic ‘No use. There’s no power, indeed no need 

for power, where we’re going.’ What had I let myself in for?  

‘What about toilets?’ I squeaked. That’s a non-negotiable luxury. I was game for 

everything else: sleeping in the open, shivering through skin-drenching showers, 

wrapping myself in cobwebs, eating fungi for food ...  

’You’ll be amazed.’ Vruddha kept talking and walking and I struggled, to force 

down the dread, and to keep pace.  

For some time the familiar silhouettes of the peepul and the hill top temple stayed 

carved against the sky, and the Bhargavi’s incessant hush fell on the ears with comforting 

intimacy. Gradually the forests grew denser and darker and encircled us up, down and 

around, shutting out everything else from view; and the silence became deafening till my 

ears began hankering for the sporadic monotonic chorus of insect groups – dragons and 

damsels among them, no doubt.  

Despite all the trekking and adventure sport expeditions with Kishori, I found the 

going pretty tough. As we climbed higher the slope became steeper, and we gave up the 

Gandhian briskness for steps more measured. But Vruddha, who’s seen at least double as 

many moons as me, always kept ahead, and I had to make an effort to catch up. The 

bamboo stick became a Swiss knife of sorts as we inched through the forests, dark as a 

black hole, leveraging across steep sections, feeling for reptiles in the undergrowth ahead 

and pushing aside thorny thickets and low hanging branches. The moonlight could 

hardly penetrate a canopy that I’d found even the sun could only dribble through, even 

when my journey had been down the well-trod Maanavi Cross Road [Sometimes, like 



now, it seems like a hellish long time back; other times it seems like yesterday.] I wished 

I had my flashlight. I wished fireflies and glow worms would zoom in and scatter their 

sparkle into the windless ominous other-worldliness that was swallowing us. As if in 

response, a fox, its fur fluorescent cream in the dark, chanced on our path. Animal and 

humans acknowledged each other’s surprise and suspicion and went our separate ways.  

When we ultimately reached the Suvarnarekha I was more than grateful to paddle 

in its cool waters and expected to reach the Maanava land once across. But surprise, 

surprise! After wading through ankle deep water, almost to the edge of the opposite bank 

some metres across, we had to ascend several flights of step-like formations submerged 

in the water, turn left along with the stream, and then cross it back to the shore we had 

crossed from. Descend and ascend some more, criss-cross again, climb again, and so it 

went on till I’d lost all sense of direction. And then, suddenly, we were in Hosa Podu. The 

sandy banks of the Suvarnarekha stretched invitingly beside the river that flowed past 

serene in this stretch, but Vruddha was no longer a stranger to the land and couldn’t just 

let me lie there like a beached whale. I followed him in the spooky light provided by a 

waning moon and oil lanterns on their last legs outside the homes, to what seemed like a 

giant tortoise perched precariously on a ledge beyond which there was just space and 

stars and space and stars till infinity. The ‘tortoise’ opened its mouth and out came 

Pushya Taara Maanava. ‘ Welcome to our observatory,’ he smiled, creasing a lightning 

across his plum dark face. He has also said I’m welcome to visit him any time on this 

trip. I think I’ll go there right away. There isn’t much time left. We leave tomorrow night.  

 

 

Cottage in Hosa Podu. Late evening.  
 

 

I returned to the cottage for a breather after a mini-tour of the Podu and found a 

trail of articles from my haversack scattered like Hansel’s pebbles. Following the trail, I 

came face to face with a langur, which gaily sauntered off with a pair of shorts. I choked 

back the screams and held back on other potentially more effective means of getting my 

hands on what rightfully was mine. I’m certain the enlightened Maanava wouldn’t treat 

their guests to arrows, but why offend them, knowing their proclivities? There was no 



option but to put further explorations of the podu on hold and consign myself to the 

cottage. Despite the culture of insatiable self-indulgence, even excesses, of the land of my 

birth, to which no doubt I owe my nature, I cannot go along with simians dropping in to 

give me a subtle lesson in self-denial by carrying off my things.  

From my perch at the entrance of the ‘Cairngorm crystal’ cottage, where Vruddha 

and I are staying, I’m happy enough to play non-participant observer. The sun doesn’t 

leave Hosa Podu as suddenly as it enters. Painting the hillsides in canopy shadows, and 

the skies, where they are visible, in pale pink and purple swathes like sheer chiffon saris 

hung to dry in the sky, the day exits reluctantly. So it’s bright enough at the moment. 

Besides, I think to play anthropologist would be irresistible for anyone from the Occident 

who lands here. At first I thought I’d gone back in time. Denizens do with just two pieces 

of gender-neutral, age-neutral unstitched bark to cover their bare, spare, polished-plum 

bodies: one cloth to cover the upper torso wrapped any which way how, and another 

worn waist down to just below the knee, like a bath towel. But just look at the variety: 

bleached or dyed in so many different hues made from vegetable and mineral extracts, 

vibrant with free-hand drawings: hieroglyphics, Kamala-doodles, floral patterns, 

landscapes and skyscapes ... including night sky wrap-rounds. Awesome. I smile at the 

dainty young woman draped in the night sky – dark indigo towel wound tightly around 

her slim hips and splattered with star clusters that shimmer like real – where do they get 

their colors from, I wonder. Her unvarnished pale lips are mouthing syllables 

soundlessly; she’s Magha Karu Maanava’s protégé, recalling for posterity contents of 

medical treatises to be preserved and passed on: the Maanava never forget that we carry 

our minds with us wherever we go. She pauses to smile back and glides on, her graceful 

gait and star-studded indigo costume making her seem like a sky nymph come to earth. 

[Suddenly I feel constricted in the contours of the garments I’ve been comfortably 

forcing my body into for decades. And I sorely miss my camera.]  

The world of Nature is the Maanava source of inspiration, the supplier of raw 

material, and their lab. Very often, the Maanava researchers are their own guinea pigs. 

The Oushadha Granthalaya, the Library of Medical Treatises, is their most vibrant 

collection with the younger Maanava perennially supplementing the ancient palm leaf 

and cloth manuscripts with new and fascinating insights on animal, plant and human 

health. Magha Karu Maanava, the old man in charge of the place and the one who 

actually interprets the cryptic contents of the palm leaves in everyday terms, has the 

catalogue as well as the contents of the manuscripts in his head. [Like the pundits that 

Alexander captured: ‘Hand over the books of the wise or off with your heads,’ the 



conqueror said. But the books of knowledge were in the pundits’ heads and nowhere 

else!] Anyone looking to treat a pet, a plant or a fellow human just has to ask Karu and 

he can pull the stuff you’re looking for out of his head, like a rabbit out of a hat. But what 

of the future? Even Maanava are mere mortals? Karu introduced me to his apprentice 

and her apprentice. The library will be carried forth safely in their heads for the 

foreseeable future.  

 

 

***  

 

When I reached the observatory this morning, a colloquium of sorts was on. 

Standing under the gargantuan domed ceiling, curving over a magnificent octagonal hall 

of palatial proportions, Taara was exhorting a motley group of two score – experts, 

amateur astronomers, mathematicians and interested, ordinary folks – to allow the 

anomalies in existing texts to be corrected. ‘The new realities of the astral sphere are not 

reflected by our ancient texts. The records of our highly regarded astronomers reflected 

the realities of their age. The observations of yore are not valid any longer,’ he argued, 

passionately. He was listened to patiently and interrogated keenly. Among the 

questioners was a kid – another awesome one, not much older than Sampige.  

‘Do you agree that our ancients were meticulous in their examination?’ the kid 

asked Taara.  

‘Absolutely,’ he responded. ‘They left no room for criticism.’  

‘Then, how can you say their observations are not valid?’  

The debate went on, with people chipping in with arguments for both sides. The 

elders did not snuff out the boy as an upstart. Not only was the kid permitted to question 

someone who has compiled several tomes based on his decade-long observations of 

celestial movements, but to question him in open assembly.  

‘Their observations were correct for their time. But I notice changes in the 

movements of certain celestial bodies. Very slight changes, yes. But allowances for these 

changes have to be incorporated in our texts. Otherwise, future calculations will not 

stand scrutiny,’ Taara averred, and invited the young inquisitioner to go over the 

compiled data with him, and also intern as an astronomer for a year.  



... I’ve been to interactive seminars with Anita – chauffeuring her whenever she 

had some last minute slides to add to a presentation. Sometimes - anytimes the sessions 

were open to guests - I’d sit around a long table or in the pits sipping coffee, trying to 

make sense as a galaxy of ‘experts’ scaffolded each other in the manner of ostriches with 

their heads buried in the desert sands of closed minds. Once, the audience included a 

journalist – a sweet little thing with a mind of her own. Obviously a greenhorn, for she 

persisted in trying to get the ostriches to lift their heads from the sand, to open their 

minds. She refused to be stared down; nor would she be snubbed into silence. In the end 

the academy descended on her in strength, flushed out her questions with their polished 

put downs and contested her credentials to so much as spit a syllable in their clique. Her 

colleagues took her out, red-faced, protesting: they red-faced, she protesting. I fumed 

and, standing up so as to use all my 1.83 m of brawn to good effect, gave them a piece of 

my mind. Anita squirmed and turned white. I exited before she could faint. The seminar, 

no doubt, returned to normalcy after the slight hiccup and ended with the usual back-

slapping, thumb-upping, dinner and drinks....  

 

 

***  

 

Under a third bulbous dome, I’m told, is a ‘live’ museum of all art and craft work 

ever invented by the Maanava, right till yesterday. And it includes a vast section on 

culinary adventures – successful experiments and the not-so-successful ones. [I could 

contribute to both if my Maanava credentials are established.] Since creativity cannot be 

constrained by time, this museum is perpetually open. It is on my itinerary tonight – 

when simians, along with most of their human descendants, are asleep. I’ve also 

promised to give Taara a keezhnaadu perspective [read commoner’s eye view] of the 

telescopic skylights he’s experimenting with. No Maanava has ever been known to have 

anything less than a hawk’s vision, but Taara’s experimental skylights are to be 

embedded into the dome at strategic positions ‘to probe newer worlds in space that no 

Maanava as yet has seen with the naked eye.’  



June 13, 2000.  

Cottage in Hosa Podu. Early morning.  
 

 

 

Last night was simply awesome: an emotional roller coaster. My body and mind 

tossed and turned themselves through the night while I felt like an outsider with no 

control over either. Some time I must have slept, though, for I scrambled up some 

minutes ago when daylight burst in on the podu and gushed into the cottage through the 

doorless entrance, shaming open my eyes.  

It all began with a deep, bass monotone echoing through the hills that were 

rapidly becoming shadows against the sky as the evening marched in, relentlessly. The 

oil lamps had been lit and the Maanava homes were ready to welcome the darkness. It 

was then the weird and wonderful sounds began ricocheting round the podu, stirring 

something primal deep within. But there was no time to wonder, and none to ask: the 

notes had set off a commotion and the serene world around me was all afirecrackling 

with activity. Maanava adults from all parts of the podu converged and began making a 

beeline for the cliff that rose high along the northern periphery. Soon I saw a grim-faced 

Vruddha hastening towards our cottage. ‘It’s an emergency. A community gathering has 

been called. We have to go.’ Vruddha’s voice was gruff, his words fell out in a rush. I 

dumped the diary and my other plans, and started off: I needed no urging, in any case. 

Soon, we were part of the tail snaking up the hill to the Bhanda Ghosha, a cluster of 

granite rocks which overlook a gorge and stand like sentinels at the extreme north of the 

village.  

The atmosphere, despite the numbers who had gathered at Hosa Podu’s own 

Stonehenge, was surprisingly somber: the melee seemed to have evaporated into the 

shadows enroute. But the silence was fraught and as resonant as the percussive rocks 

that had just ceased their mind-blowing rumbles. I gazed at the stones, now silent 

silhouettes against the purple sky. Later, I felt the grooves which make them musical 

when they are struck with an arrow – a small, triangular chunk of granite rock wedged to 

a piece of sturdy bamboo.  



Any Maanava who wants to call a community meeting has to just climb up to the 

musical rocks and hit them with the arrow. A rapid boom-bahh at two kaala intervals 

indicates a dilemma of a frivolous nature: Hey, there’re two girls in love with me. Whom 

should I marry? Help me decide, please! A heavy, long, single kaala bhoom, like the one 

we heard, portends a crisis of a serious nature. Every elder Maanava is expected to 

attend this meeting when it’s called and proffer suggestions or advice.  

A woman had called for the meeting. She was enacting a play of some sort with a 

lot of verse, song, dance and mime – a traditional saamna. I watched engrossed, though 

it felt like I was watching Godfather II in Italian without subtitles. Her spontaneous 

outpouring of grief was extremely moving and I could feel her despair though I couldn’t 

completely comprehend her predicament. She swivelled to the edge of the cliff and back, 

round and round and round, singing all the while:  

Yesterday my daughter came of age.  

The dreaded day for celebration was come.  

Her blood said she was mine but not ours.  

He who holds my heart gave back my maala  

and asked for his to be returned.  

How can I live without my heart?  

Ashwini Chandra, my little moon,  

my baby beautiful, my tender flower,  

why were you made? Why were you born?  

Was it to tear asunder our life?  

Who fathered you, the maker of my maala asks.  

How can I say?  

I’ll then have to send you away.  

Should I keep you, my child most precious,  

or the maala of him whose love I can’t lose?  



I can only say this: hear ye, all who are wise.  

I’ve been to the witch:  

to the regent of the dark heights have I gone.  

Alone, all alone, to seek revenge.. ‘Take this’, she said and gave me a potion.  

‘It’ll burn him without killing him: he’ll never father another,’ she said,  

‘But you’ll lose your big toe.’  

I paid the price and lost my toe.  

But every drop that burned me withered his seed, I know.  

The witch doesn’t lie.  

But hasn’t he fathered a child, you’d ask if you knew.  

He knows it isn’t his, and so does his lady.  

The only other that knows it is me.  

In the greed of youth I left this land for a day -  

in search of simple joys as my eyes could see and the ears hear.  

What I got was unsought. Isn’t that punishment enough?  

For this lapse I’ve burned my big toe through.  

Isn’t that punishment enough?  

The holder of my heart has returned my maala. But I can’t return his.  

I can’t... I can’t ... How can I live without my heart?  

She rolled on the hard rock like one possessed, tore her hair out and beat her 

breast, crying hysterically. Her voice rose as if to reach the skies till she was gently led 

away, trembling like a leaf. I was thoroughly shaken. Vruddha was as white as a sun-

bleached spectre.  

Some minutes later, a man rose up and took the stage. It was the woman’s 

husband. He did not enact a saamna. He just presented his case, sotto voce, face twisted 

in anger and anguish.  

‘Hear ye all. I loved my woman. I love her still. I love the children we have begot, 

including the one not mine. But Ashwini Chandra is an alien seed. Her blood has shown 

she isn’t mine. She is his from whose seed she was got. How can I be father to one who 



isn’t mine? Whose is she? That is all I ask. Fie on my wife for denying me the right to 

know. Fie on her for breaking my trust. Fie on her for not letting Ashwini Chandra 

partake of her real father’s love. I am powerless to resolve this problem. Hence do I 

make a public spectacle of my pain. O Maanava elders! I beg your intervention. Let she 

to whom I gave my maala return it as I have returned hers. Let her give me my 

freedom so I may give the maala to another if I please.’  

The public sentiments were predominantly with the man though they could 

understand that something terrible had happened to the woman. After deliberations 

with the community the elders ruled that Ashwini Chandra’s mother had a duty to share 

the truth of the child’s conception with her husband. Failing this, she was told she had to 

return the maala to her husband. The woman, however, continued to cry hysterically 

and refused to either reveal the truth about the father of Ashwini Chandra or return the 

maala to her husband and free him of his obligations to her.  

As the night wore on and the crisis loomed over the community, there was a lot of 

anxiety. There was talk of ostracizing the woman, which meant she would have to leave 

the podu for ever and go away to keezhnaadu. When the announcement to this effect was 

all but imminent, Vruddha suddenly stood up and said, ‘I know who fathered Ashwini 

Chandra.’ The hubbub ceased abruptly and all eyes came to rest on him. But he had eyes 

only for Ashwini Chandra’s mother. He walked slowly towards her, watching her all the 

time, softly reciting a familiar song – familiar to me, at least:  

The king's daughter isn't his;  

the moon that glows in the mist is.  

The lotus fought in vain  

the Lord sovereign  

while his wife wallowed in bliss.  

Crazy, quixotic. Was I zapped! How was this ditty in a dream relevant here? But it 

obviously was. The woman was all over Vruddha, punching him, scratching him, cursing 

him. A few of us tried to pull her away, crying and flailing. But Vruddha asked us to move 

aside and calmed her down, patting her back, smoothing her hair and talking as if to a 

child.  

Then, as the community looked on in bemused wonderment, he took the woman 

and her husband aside. After some time the couple came back smiling, hand in hand. 



The man simply announced, ‘Tomorrow, I’m making a new maala for my woman. We 

are bound together once again, for ever more.’  

There was a cheerful roar of approval and the company dispersed without asking 

even a single question. I seemed to be the only individual who felt as if stranded with a 

cliff-hanger on a windswept cliff.  

Back in our cottage, however, Vruddha unraveled the suspense. ‘I owe it to you; 

after all, you were the one that dreamed the song,’ he began, grinning to show off his 

wonderful set of thirty-two with none missing. ‘One October morning, a few weeks 

before her marriage, the girl – Padma, the lotus – Pushya Padma Maanava – broke the 

rules of the podu. She went a traipsing to keezhnadu. At seventeen, your blood boils for 

adventure. It’s difficult to resist especially when there’s the looming prospect of 

domesticity, which ties down the partners to the podu and their veedu – the hill and 

their home __’  

‘You mean it was a sort of cloak-and-dagger affair? Padma took off on a covert 

operation, all hush-hush of course.’ I didn’t scrimp with the scorn. Are the Maanava 

enlightened or are they back of beyond stick in the muds? Why should there be any rule 

that disallows anyone from going anywhere they choose at any time they think fit?  

‘Of course,’ Vruddha continued, either failing to spot the sarcasm or choosing to 

ignore it. ‘She planned to be back by sundown, you see, and wouldn’t have been missed. 

All of keezhnaadu, including our own Maanavi, was decked up. A head of the land was 

visiting the hilltop temple that day. There were surging crowds, but the naive and excited 

Maanava lass, dark and lissom, stood out from the crowd.’  

[True. The Maanava are so stately, so graceful in their carriage and movement, 

they’d be conspicuous in any crowd. Add to this their peculiar attire and hairstyle: Both 

sexes wear two pieces of richly dyed and decorated bark garments – one each covering 

the upper torso and the lower one, and the hairstyle is a gender-neutral plait tied up at 

the tip with banana fibre.]  

‘The sovereign’s eyes fell on Padma and his men led her away. Then, of course, as 

you may have guessed, the lotus fought in vain the lord sovereign, to no avail. Though 

Padma didn’t really know it till now, the moon that glows in the mists of Hosa Podu – 

Ashwini Chandra – was the result of this liaison __’  



‘Yeah, that fits perfectly ... Padma, the lotus and Chandra, the moon – all perfectly 

placed in the ditty. And I guess the bit about the king’s daughter not being his is linked to 

his wife wallowing in bliss? By the way, who is the villain of this piece?’  

Vruddha would neither answer nor be dragged into yucky speculations. He 

shrugged and stretched out with a crisp ‘shubh ratri’.  

‘Maybe I’ll be blessed with another ditty in another dream.’ I retired to lick my 

wounds in dark discomfort. The contempt of silence can be stinging sometimes.  

‘Cool, yaar. Don’t be so damn sensitive,’ Anita would say.  

 

 

 

Last entry from Hosa Podu.  

Sitting outside cottage, catching the last dregs of the day. We 

leave in a few hours.  
 

 

 

I was caught up in note-making all morning and begged off from the ritual 

meditation. I wasn’t a Maanava, after all. In any case, even Maanava are permitted to be 

wayward now and then if Sampige is to be believed. I had plenty of writing to do. Apart 

from all about musical rocks and public dramatization of domestic distress on last 

night’s exotic outing, I sure felt my contribution to the puzzle of the missing father 

deserved to be documented for posterity. This need not have stopped Vruddha from 

butting in with whatever he wanted to convey, but it did – apparently. By the time I was 

done with the writing, Vruddha had vanished. For confabulations with the village elders, 

I was told.  

Daunted by the prospect of further visits from my acrobatic ancestors who 

seemed to be perpetually on the prowl, I decided to hang around the cottage, 

substituting for the door, doggedly guarding my precious shorts and stuff and letting the 

idle mind do what it could with the visual options available.  



But the mind is a monkey more than any other. Choosing intrigue over innocent 

daydreaming, it basked indulgently on the surfeit of possibilities that cried for my 

attention: now, which was the best way to woo Kamala? From a famine of ideas, it 

seemed there was now a whole swamp of them. Should I propose to her with a maala? 

Or entice her with a saamna? And then there was the tempting prospect of using the 

witch and her potions to do the job ...  

I caught hold of a passing Maanava youth and, on an impulse, asked him to show 

me where the witch lived. Simians and shorts be damned.  

He led me to a path that began at the lip of the village where foot-high mud 

horses stood rooted to the ground, weathering rain and shine in a telling reminder to the 

Maanva about their own fallibility and the power of Nature. The near-vertical, narrow 

climb, so dark it seemed like a tunnel dug through the hills, began at the horses’ feet and 

seemed to disappear into a dark void some metres on.  

‘Just keep walking up. The path will end in a vast plain beyond which there’s 

nothing but a deep canyon and no sound but that of the waterfall crashing down to the 

depths from the mountain opposite. Get there and you’ll find her. Rather, she’ll find you,’ 

the young man said cheerily, and briskly marched back into the village. He had 

anticipated the occurrence to a ‘T’.  

The two-mile long climb up the tunnel culminated in a vast, sheer blue skyscape 

that seemed to stretch from the abyss beyond the Suvarnagiri to the very heavens. In the 

silence, water fell like thunder on earth from the top of a mountain beyond the vacuum. 

I’d scarcely soaked up the splendour of the moment and released one deep felt ‘whew’ of 

wonder when I sensed I was being watched. I whirled around to find a pair of eyes boring 

into mine. The sparkling specks, like Swarovski crystals, were set on a dark, ageless face. 

If she was a sorceress, she was a most beautiful one [not that I have ever had the 

opportunity of meeting any other of the species]. She sat on her haunches in an alcove in 

the mountainside, her dark frame and darkly dyed dress almost melding into the 

darkness of the alcove’s interior.  

‘Welcome to my abode, Kannan,’ she said, throwing me off balance. The murmur 

in a husky undertone resonated with a strange power and her whispered words drowned 

out the falls’ turbulence.  

‘Hey! How do you know who I am?’ I asked, trying to keep my excitement down.  



‘We witches keep our ears and eyes open. That’s all there is to it,’ she said, hinting 

at a journalistic omnipresence. ‘ You can know everything too, if only you’ll listen and see 

and learn.’  

‘Gee ... amazing. You know much more about me, I’m sure.’ I hoped she would get 

the point. I’m not sure she didn’t, but she went off on a tangent.  

‘I hear the screech of bats that few human ears can, I see the love dance of the 

snails and the partners puncturing each other with darts. I watch distant planets that 

Taara doesn’t even know of, and catch glimpses of new worlds forming in the heavens 

afar. I never sleep. I survive on the energy the Sun gives me and all living things. When I 

feel like it, I also eat many things that grow on plants. I know the ruchis, but my taste 

buds don’t need pampering. I sometimes drink the water of the Suvarnarekha, trekking 

to its source, following the mountain goats when they take it into their heads to show off, 

leaping and bounding up beyond the reach of the goatherd’s staff. But mostly, like the 

chataka bird, I thirst till the fresh water from the skies drop – the rain, delicate like the 

gentle drizzle of dewdrops – and then I compete with the chataka birds to catch the 

drops before they hit the ground. Perhaps I’m weird. Perhaps, that’s why they call me a 

witch. But I’m healthy and strong; and I’m beautiful, aren’t I?’  

‘Lord love-a-duck, a flirt in the most unexpected of places!’  

I could swear I didn’t say the words, and I doubt if I’d even fully framed the 

thought. But the witch stunned me out of my skin. Again. ‘Oh, Kannan! The eternal lover 

boy! When will you ever grow up?’ she cackled. ‘A female form is all the provocation you 

ever need. No, that isn’t true. After all, Minnie doesn’t excite you. In recent times it’s only 

been Kamala and now me, eh?’ Her spring-water laughter washed over me with such 

refreshing goodness I found myself smiling with the Swarovskis, though her smile didn’t 

quite stretch to her lips.  

‘See how wonderfully liberating it can be – just being yourself, saying aloud the 

thoughts that come into your head, without thinking, without waffling. Why waste time, 

energy and effort to beat around the bush? If you need love, or even a love potion, just 

say it, I say!’  

I laughed till I felt filled with gas, till a big weight fell off my heart. I could have 

danced like a chimney sweep with Mary Poppins.  

‘But how can you say such things? You might be wrong, you know,’ I said, fighting 

to reassert my rational self.  



She dragged me, unresisting, to a thicket with a profusion of white flowering 

shrubs. Some of the flowers were golden yellow. ‘See them reflecting the sunlight? You 

wouldn’t believe they weren’t yellow, would you? Like those white flowers that simply 

turn gold when the sun shines on them, I become the person in front of me. I absorb 

their emotions, their thoughts, feelings, everything. I become them, I know them, I am 

them, if I choose. Does that answer your question? Of course it does. But you won’t 

understand. Not because you can’t, but you will yourself to doubt, to question. Accepting 

on faith is irrational. To be skeptical is the way of intelligent beings. That’s not the way 

you are made, but that’s the way you strive to be because that’s what you’ve been taught 

is right. One ought to be a rational person, so you are. One ought to think, so you do.’  

I gawked. Then quietly nodded. Then we talked about this and that and a whole 

lot of things that matter and don’t. How does one become a witch, I asked. Well, the 

simple answer to that is one can’t. Witches are born, not made. No big deal, though. 

Each and every one, witch or non-witch, has the same magic. ‘Just let yourself be as 

Nature intended. Use your faculties to the optimum, refuse to fritter away your energies 

in uncalled for shenanigans,’ and so on and so forth she went on. But she is a sorceress, 

after all. She won’t put up with my blue-pencilling her out. She writes herself into my 

diary, disregarding my inclinations or disinclinations. ‘Self-deception, pretension, 

hypocrisy, lies: what an energy-sapping life you lead. You keep doing things you ought 

but would rather not, aching for an hour to yourself, a day of doing just being yourself. 

Like a cow you regurgitate dialogues and situations that never were and so choke your 

mind with the imagined imagery, your thoughts become paralyzed and you neither know 

nor see reality shape up within an inch of your beautiful Indian nose on a foreign face. 

For the life of me I don’t understand why humans put themselves through this torture. 

You have only one lifetime and the heavens will not fall if you lead it just the way it 

occurs to you. The individual thoughts and deeds of very few can leave an impact across 

space and time. Even Maanavendra could not carry everyone with him, Visvambara, 

even less. The doughty four- and five-hundred year old trees of the forests that 

encompass Maanavi Cross came crashing down. Vruddha’s premeditations went 

haywire. So what? Life goes on. The birds continue to build their nests, the insects and 

worms continue to forage, the forests continue to be dense and dark, and the weather 

continues to play hide and seek, as wily as ever. Why give yourself a halo – imagining 

you matter more than you do, more than you can? Why succumb to the temptation to 

conform, and suffer for life? Just let go, be free as Nature intended you to be.’  



Witches, apparently, are born with this sense of aloofness of their self from the 

mundane of the earth. She told me as much when she indicated how they find 

themselves different from the crowd, even at school. The teachers and elders also 

encourage them to indulge their identities. In fact, school here is most unusual, if the 

witch is to be believed. ‘We first have to learn to think. Language comes with thought. 

Then we have reading and listening classes. Then we learn to communicate our thoughts, 

and express our differences and agreements with the thoughts of others. In this way we 

learn to speak. Writing comes last, after we have learnt to give words to what our minds 

want to say.’ The kids are also exposed to a variety of skills at school. They flit from one 

expert to another, and try their hand at various things till they find their calling. For 

some, like Taara, it’s star gazing. For others it is calligraphy or gardening or pottery or 

cloth making. Those who want to just work for the sheer pleasure of keeping things spick 

and span become sweepers, scrubbers and cleaners. ‘But there are some who never seem 

to be able to settle down. Like me’, said the witch, poking her chest with her index finger 

like a kid. ‘They turn out to be witches or vagabonds. Both are a drain – we don’t 

contribute to the community in any way, see? But the community, may their tribe 

increase, indulge the witches. We are given an exalted place.’  

The vagabonds are just allowed to be. Sometimes a rare vagabond develops an 

interest, or cultivates one, over a period. Most just exist till they die. ‘I’ve tried to 

understand them – absorb their feelings, appreciate their thoughts ... just like for 

everyone else. But their minds are always empty. It’s as if someone’s stripped off all the 

emotions and left the inside of their heads naked. Sometimes I think the vagabonds as 

we call them are on a different plane, not of this earth.’ She looked down, brooding, and 

ruffled the undergrowth edgily.  

‘You know, they could be masts,’ I said thoughtfully.  

She looked up, Swarovski’s afire with interest. ‘Never heard the word before. 

What does it mean? Masts, did you say?’  

‘Yeah, masts,’ I began, and then I just lost control of my tongue, my thoughts, my 

senses. ‘Anita was enamored of all the spiritual gurus from India who landed on our 

shores. In the initial years of our marriage she used to drag me to their lectures and 

séances and what not. I found them stupid, to put it mildly. The unresisting surrender of 

the collective to the lumpish views of a few amused me, and I went along till 

exasperation with their voluntary emasculation drove me nuts. But there was once – just 

once when I felt like, you know, hey, this guy’s got something. Well, it was this guy that 



spoke of masts. God-realised souls, he called them. He said these masts are so 

disconnected from the earth and earthly happenings that we earthlings think they’re off 

their rocker. He said they live on a different plane, not of this earth. Just like what you 

said.’  

That’s where I ought to have stopped. But for some inexplicable reason I babbled 

on and messed it up. ‘For some days after that I was convinced I was a mast. You know, 

that’s the way I feel – totally disconnected from everything, not part of anything ….’ Then 

disaster struck. Suddenly, absurdly, and to my extreme embarrassment and annoyance, I 

began – I’m mortified to say – to cry. For laughing out loud! A jaded old poke like me, 

whimpering like an asinine idiot. I’d like to think it was buffoonery (mine) or black 

magic (hers) – whatever caused it, the sobs just kept bursting out like damp firecrackers. 

Paroxysmally. They’d subside, or pretend to. Then pop, they’d go off again.  

She didn’t say anything – the witch. Just cradled my head on her lap and 

smoothed my hair till I stopped spluttering. ‘Kannan, it’s time you left. Vruddha is 

getting anxious, I can see,’ she said after holding me close for an eternity.  

I reluctantly uncoiled myself from the position of comfort that I think I must have 

last felt in the womb. ‘Won’t you give me a potion, like the one you gave Padma 

Maanava? Not to destroy, but to nurture...’ I began, but the witch knew what I wanted to 

say even before I knew it myself.  

‘Yes, to nurture love. I know you need it. Kamala, me, Vruddha, Maanavi – your 

desperation reaches out like tentacles to embrace us all and squeeze out the love you 

seek. But we’re all emaciated, inadequate in many ways, and we are preoccupied. We 

can’t make good what you’ve been denied. Father, mother, wife, daughter – there were 

limits to their love. Whereas what you want is boundless love, an ocean of love, to drown 

yourself in. Your grandfather’s love was generous, but you like the grapes that are 

beyond reach, don’t you? The low hanging fruit are only worthy of contempt, right?’  

‘Wrong, wrong, wrong. All wrong. I loved grandpa. He doted on me and I loved 

him. What do you know of love or family? You’ve got nothing. You are nothing.’ I could 

hear myself scream in a stranger’s voice that rode roughshod over the silence, over the 

roar of the waterfall. ‘You just imagine things and stubbornly claim them as the gospel 

truth. You’re devious; you’re a witch, after all.’ I began running backward, then turned 

and clambered downhill, hardly aware of the path that my feet struggled to find. But I 

slid and stumbled down to the settlement all right.  



Crazy of me to have gone in search of the witch. What was I trying to find? A 

magic formula for happiness?  

Come to think of it, why am I writing this stuff? Why do I feel this compelling 

need to write about all that I’ve seen, all that I’ve heard, felt, feeling ... ? It’s just a good 

way to pass time, dammit. What else can one do in this godforsaken place I’ve gotten to 

love, which it’s gonna tear my heart to leave, as I must, in a few days. One day I think I’ll 

just bury this diary beside the five-foot tall basil on grandpa’s grave. Perhaps on my next 

visit to the Silver Oak Cemetery.  

It took me hours of browsing to find a place in NY that would accommodate 

grandpa’s wish – he clung to the desire stubbornly. ‘Bury me in the soil. Directly in the 

soil. I want to be buried directly in the soil where we all spring from,’ he kept insisting 

through the last months of his life. Uncharacteristically obdurate, he sat glued to the 

computer, searching for days till he had to concede there was no place in New York that 

would allow this. We finally had to opt for burial in a bamboo casket, which was the next 

nearest thing. I’d always been curious about grandpa’s yearning. It was a revelation of 

sorts when the Maanava told me this is the way they bury their dead: directly in the soil. 

Dad donated his body, perhaps as the third way. Mom would have had a Christian 

funeral, and grandpa would have suffered in silence as he always did ...  

I miss dad. I would have liked to have a living memory of dad in the form of a 

maple or bay tree or something.  

Of course, dad made sure I was prepared for life after him, just as he made sure 

mom got married to Hans and settled down to her new life well before the leukemia did 

him in. At twelve, I wasn’t too young to understand dad was fighting death though I was 

too young to realize that it was the work to which he gave his life – which indeed was his 

life – was what ultimately took his life. It was a difficult time for me. Not only because 

dad was dying. A part of me was dying too. Torn from the close-knit Rowe community, 

where we had lived like one large family, I was dropped into Cape Cod’s sea of 

anonymity. Mom and Hans could scarce come home as they spent all their spare time 

with dad in the hospital. Though we had other 'nuclear' families for company as in Rowe, 

I couldn’t warm up to them. The Cape’s weather, ambiance, size, people – they were all 

so different, so strange. I clung to grandpa, the only familiar figure, though we hadn’t yet 

become as buddy-buddy as we would. And a few months later, just as I’d started getting 

used to the Cape, we had to move again – this time only grandpa and I – so that we could 



be near mom and Hans in Boston. Without dad it felt sort of incomplete and I think a 

part of me went with dad when he died. The fun-loving, wild part of me.  

Life in Boston was sedate. Initially I was with mom and Hans a lot. But some 

things – many things – made me stop going, because each time I died a little inside. Like 

the time Hans said: ‘Strange name – Kannan,’ and mom said: ‘You mean unusual, don’t 

you?’ And the time mom let it slip: ‘I found so many things strange at first, you know, 

though I’d known Dilip for close to two years before we got married,’ and Hans replied: 

‘The east is east and the west is west and ne’er the twain shall meet.’ Slowly, the litany of 

things mom had found strange, grew: the Bombay chaat Dad used to toss up ‘with all 

those strange spices going into it – which she absolutely loved, though’; ‘the strange 

practice’ he had of begging Mother Earth’s forgiveness before putting his foot on her 

every morning – ‘in a beautiful, but strange language’ [well, I too used to recite this 

strange Sanskrit hymn once upon a time]; and ‘the strange fad’ of eating with his hands 

when he would go Indian with a vengeance on occasion – ‘though it was such fun, of 

course, but easier to eat with chopsticks any day’. When the slips became one too many I 

stopped cycling over.  

Mom continued to drop in, but the gaps between visits became longer and longer 

till finally, when she announced she was moving with Hans and Eric to Germany, I only 

felt relieved that I didn’t have to wait any more, expect any more. There wouldn’t be a 

chunk of disappointment to swallow after straining my senses all evening to hear her 

honk, hear the bell; there wouldn’t be any more reason to bang my head against a wall 

till I blacked out while grandpa flailed his arms and cracked his knuckles helplessly, 

knowing the tantrum was my way of getting the tears out of my system because, at 

fourteen, I was too old to cry.  

As I grew into college, I realized that in our world the unusual is always 

compromised by labeling it strange, odd, queer. With my exotic origins – my name gave 

me away even if my appearance didn’t, and my unusual family – just grandpa and me, I 

began to feel like a false note in society’s symphony. And my grandpa-sanitized 

vocabulary didn’t help.  

As I grew older I understood why mom, being the true blue American she is, 

would have found dad strange. But dad wasn’t really Indian either. So what did that 

make me? I didn’t fit anywhere – society’s sore thumb – a Nowhere Man in a Nowhere 

Land making Nowhere Plans for Nobody.  



Adrift, all on a sudden, with nothing and no one to belong to after one evening’s 

inadvertent, cataclysmic assertion of my right to be treated as a man, a husband, at least 

a little more than a fly on the wall, I loafed for a month like a dried up leaf waiting for the 

truant wind. I understood then what grandpa could have felt and his loss became like my 

own. Does the witch who pretends to know so much know all this? Does she know how 

grandpa and I bridged our generation-gap, after mom and Hans left, with the yearning to 

belong , with none but each other to belong to? Those years grandpa and I lived 

exclusively with each other were our happiest – at least his, certainly. He could be 

himself, as he had been all those decades ago, among his people. He re-discovered 

himself and left me hungering to know myself.  



June 14, 2000.  

Back in room, ‘Keezhnaadu’.  
 

 

 

Went through the motions of a wash and crashed on to the mat like a monolith till 

an eruption of light yanked me back to sentience: Had I gone to sleep with the witch! I 

jumped up from the prostrate pose and found a reassuring, familiar form: the ancient 

peepul clearly contoured beside a tranquil Bhargavi. Within the comforting confines of 

the cubbyhole with its rustic bamboo contrivance that assured privacy, I lay back down. 

Two score images and sounds and thoughts came flooding from Hosa Podu...  

 

 

***  

 

Ah, the suddenness of the explosion of sunlight! The flare-up that emerged 

abruptly at the end of a hellish tunnel-path – I’d felt like a being roller-coasted from 

despairing depths to ecstatic heights. The roar of the waterfall added to the euphoria, 

drowning out all noise, including my mind’s cacophony. It had nothing to do with the 

witch. She had been wrong about grandpa. Like she’d been wrong about Vruddha. He 

wasn’t anxious. He wasn’t looking for me. In fact, he didn’t return from his meeting with 

the village elders till well after I’d completed my last diary entry. And then, we just left. 

She could be wrong about Kamala too. In fact, she is. Kamala isn’t preoccupied – she’s 

bonny and blithe and good and gay – a Sunday’s child. She isn’t inadequate. She’s all I 

want, all I need, all I desire. Sitting here within the constricting log cabin, securing my 

thoughts within its walls, confining my feelings merely to the pages of this Maanavi 

Diary ... it seems to me this boxing myself in is the problem. I am the problem. I'll never 

find the courage to do a saamna ... but I can at least peep in to say hi to her. I must.  

 

 

***  



It was a fleeting meeting. Just barged into her house through the perpetually 

open rear-entrance, and almost fell over the cow – Kamala’s companion. I flushed, more 

than from mere embarrassment, as Kamala giggled. ‘I was just turning her out to graze. 

I’m sure she’s as surprised as you. See, seems like she’s gasping – oh, and so are you!’  

I doused her gaiety with a dour ‘Just thought I ought to tell you I'm back.’  

She knew it already, from Vruddha, and had coffee and brunch ready.  

I gulped down the coffee and excused myself from brunch, escaping with a vague 

‘Got to write down some things. See you later.’  

She smiled and waved me off. And here I am, still dithering again over how, 

when, and should I or shouldn’t I. Maala or saamna, to brazen it out or to make it subtle, 

to test the waters or jump right in ... Oh, I wish I were a Maanava – a Maanava witch 

who can just let go, be as Nature intended us to be.  

 

 

***  

 

I’ve tossed around on the reed contraption all afternoon making up passionate 

reams in my head. It’s no use. I have to just barge in and get it over with. I’ll happily 

settle down with her in Maanavi, the land grandpa loved, the grandpa I loved. To hell 

with the witch and her insights and foresights.  

 

 

***  

 

I washed, rehearsing my lines all the while. Got out of the cabin and made my way 

to Kamala’s rear entrance, rehearsing all the while. Squeezing out calm from the sedate 

shadows of the melting day, I assumed a physical nonchalance hoping it would have a 

salutary effect on my edginess. Fake it till you make it, fake it man, fake it. With the 

mantra and the rehearsed lines pounding like stone beads making jelly of my cranium, I 

made the hop skip and jump to the rear entrance last a mile, and finally reached it. But 

there I came up against a gate closed and bolted. Odd. The passage had always been 



open. So much so I’d never even noticed the gate’s formidable presence: like a fortress 

gate. Impenetrable. No grills or even chinks through which one could see what’s going on 

inside. And too high to vault over.  

In the creeping darkness the shadows now seemed ominous, like aspersions cast 

on an abandoned woman. I got cold feet and almost walked back. But the passionately 

rehearsed reams weighed down my head, threatening to burst a blood vessel or two in 

my brain. The relief would come only with release. I banged on the gate with all the force 

I could muster and raised a dull din as iron met helpless fist.  

Soon footsteps hurried down the steps, then to the gate, and then were behind the 

gate. Then there was just one gigantic opaque metal sheet between us. What was I going 

to tell her? How was I going to tell it? Would she impale me with a derisive look? Or kill 

me with a laugh? I felt like a jittery schoolboy caught necking his first girlfriend in the 

reference section of the school library. The gate opened like a crater and all the build up 

to the critical moment came crashing down.  

A huge, tufted, incredibly majestic hunk of a man stood on the other side of the 

gate, a silent question in his amorous-red eyes. ‘Yes?’ he barked, with undisguised 

impatience. The sound of the ocean on a silent night poured like molten lead into my 

ears. A muttered ‘sorry’ was all I could manage.  

The dishevelled state of his dhoti, the scent of arousal that oozed out of every 

pore, and the air of urgency that clung to him sent me scurrying back to my cabin 

carrying my heart in my toes. I could feel his shrug of incomprehension behind my back 

as he bolted the gate.  

I knew him. I didn’t need an introduction. I just knew him. It’s like what the witch 

said. When we let our instincts take over, we know more than the mind can ever fathom.  

I lay on the reed mat, agonized with envy and unsatiated excitement. The stark 

isolation within the cabin’s confined space spelt Death. I needed a punishing work out to 

pacify the blood vessels banging against my temples driving me to the edge. Only pain 

can remove pain.  

I walked at a vigorous pace, letting my feet take me where they would. At Minnie’s 

secret lagoon, I undressed to my underwear and slipped into the soothing coolness of the 

still waters. An eon later I heard a splash nearby and knew I wasn’t alone any more.  

The grey clouds lent darkness to further the blackness of the moonless night sky. I 

swam towards the sound and soon was caught in a tangle of naked flesh and legs and 



arms. ‘Minnie,’ I said, wonderingly, and felt two arms slide around my neck and pull me 

down into the water. I felt her lips on mine and smelt the fish in her breath. Immediately 

I threw her away from me – Minnie hated fish – and scrambled out of the water.  

With a tinkle of laughter my tormentor splashed to the shore. I saw the stranger 

glide away, a shadow into the darkness.  



[UNDATED]  
 

 

 

After four years, the dratted dreams are back. My friend, the peepul tree, made an 

appearance sans Voice. Swaying splendorously like a giant in weird headgear, the tree 

stood as it always has, beside the Bhargavi. But the Bhargavi was swelling and rising and 

rising till it was a tsunami. Silhouetted against this monstrous wall of water was Kamala. 

I couldn’t see her face. But I would know her anyhow, anywhere. Her long hair billowed 

and coiled and uncoiled about her slender hips, as if with the ebb and surge of a 

whirlwind. Her turmeric stained sari was drenched and clung to her like a second skin. 

Her arms were outstretched towards the sea as if to welcome a lover. I struggled to come 

out of my dream and rush into her arms, breaching the wall, vaulting over it. But the 

water swallowed her and everything around her.  

Then there was just the madly swirling Bhargavi rising, rising, gobbling up 

everything in its wake – hills, trees and the hilltop temple. And still the waters kept 

rising. It was a veritable deluge. Then the Bhargavi ascended a peak and fell over itself, 

taking with it a dozen boatloads of the Maanava who had been waiting atop the 

Suvarnagiri. Only one man was left standing. It was Vruddha. Like a statue in cold, dark 

granite he stood surveying the wild waters while the wind whipped his unruly masses of 

hair against his face and tore at his clothes. His face twisted in agony and a piercing cry 

ripped through the din: ‘Mother, will you forsake me?’ he shouted, and threw out his 

hands as if to drag back the Bhargavi. And she came back. Swirling, surging, she rolled 

up the rock face like an elephant doing an angapradakshana, grey body spinning over 

stone and hill and forest till she reached Vruddha. He sank into her, his palms folded.  



EPILOGUE 
 

 

 

A couple of years ago I was in Bergen again, on a fortnight’s holiday. The small 

city’s old world charm and Minnie and RonB’s wooden house tug at my heartstrings in a 

way Sydney’s spaces never do. But there was little cycling or walking this time. The skies 

opened up on the day I landed in Norway and it continued to pour through the rest of my 

stay, and beyond. In a first, for even perpetually wet Bergen, it rained non-stop for 

eighty-five days that year.  

To keep me occupied, Minnie tossed me a diary. ‘Sue, see what you can make of 

this; it's Kannan's Maanavi Diary,’ she said, a hint of doubt in her eyes and voice.  

I feel a great camaraderie with Kannan though I’ve never met him – only heard a 

lot about him. Some years ago, Kannan left Minnie all his worldly possessions, including 

the Maanavi Diary, and vanished. Yes, vanished. Though I can do nothing about it, the 

fact that Kannan is untraceable for all purposes bothers me because this story about 

Maanavi is essentially his, culled from his diary. But it shouldn’t bother me, because 

Kannan, after all, is only incidental to this story of Maanavi, a place that has been wiped 

off the map. Like all those other places. Like my father’s ancestral village.  

My brother and I were treated to an elite schooling that taught us to look on our 

holiday visits to my father’s village as exotic outings to a quaint old place that lived in a 

Rip Van Winkle age. As I grew older and settled in a distant land, I began to miss the 

roots I never had, with an intensity I could not curb. And as I inch towards the twilight of 

my life, I desperately cling to the last remnants of the images that haunt my 

subconscious:  

... An edge-of-the-hill, sprawling ancestral home in red and brown, melding into 

the landscape, resonating to the hymns of a score bare-chested pundits clothed in cloudy 

cotton hip-down – their voices rising to a crescendo and reeling to a deep bass with 

uniform precision…  

... A grandmother, doubled over a wood stove, cooking a rare feast for a house full 

of people, drawing water from the well in a silver pitcher, gleaming eyes and toothless 



smile brightening up her fissured face as I cleaned my plantain leaf plate to the last 

morsel and showed a thumbs up …  

... The twins drawing a room-sized, geometrical, rangoli design with rice flour 

paste on the bronze-colored, cow-dung washed floor, working individually from two 

ends of the room and meeting at the centre in seamless symphony, chattering, giggling, 

singing all the time  

… The cows in the sheds in the backyard, near the washing stone, the sound of 

milk from their udder streaming into a vessel, as grandpa rhythmically pulled their teats 

and handed me the fresh milk, fragrant, to carry to the kitchen in a pitcher filled to the 

brim with froth that would tickle my nose as I breathed in the irresistible, animal-warm 

freshness …  

I constantly worry that the sights and sounds and smells and joy these mental 

caricatures evoke will fade away one day – as the people have – and leave me high and 

dry, yellowing like the ipomoea creeper that clings to the branches of the soaring oak in 

my campus, after the bandicoot has dug away at its roots ... Come to think of it, perhaps 

it is this fear that fuels my preoccupation with re-incarnation, and the sub-conscious 

journey of the near-dead, even though my bizarre obsession has my colleagues at the 

hospital tearing their hair out and branding me ratbag, cuckoo, nutty, goofy, whatever ...  

Was this fear of a life ebbing away before a meaning could be found Kannan’s 

torment too? Did Maanavi unfasten his anonymity, release him from obscurity? Would a 

road through Maanavi lighten the burden of my disorientation? Or, at the least, give a 

clue to the mystery of Kannan’s disappearance and lighten the weight of my confusion?  

In the throes of disquiet, I re-scheduled my trip back from Bergen to Sydney to 

stop over at India, and from New Delhi took the first available flight to Mangalore. Soon, 

I was sailing with a local guide in a hired jeep on the smooth, incredibly picturesque 

Mangalore Highway – an experience far different from Kannan’s. I got off at the Maanavi 

Cross Road junction, just as Kannan had done, and immediately felt the disquiet I’d 

carried on the flight, vaporizing. I eagerly embarked on the arduous trek to Maanavi 

through kilometres of a gently descending hillside, so thick with sky high trees that its 

dense canopy lets in only droplets of sunlight to tease the ground beneath, wading 

through rivulets of ankle deep water that spring up by the score as sudden, copious 

showers had just drenched the biomass rich forest floor.  



I re-lived Kannan’s nostalgia at every step of the trek, but reached the end of my 

journey rather suddenly: The Maanavi Cross Road was rushing down in a swirl of mud 

and undergrowth into an infinite stretch of tranquil blue-green waters.  

‘Some years ago the river swelled and changed course in a dramatic performance 

unscripted by Nature,’ said my guide, sensing my confusion on finding my journey 

truncated abruptly. ‘The Bhargavi was dammed, ma’am’ he explained, not sure I had 

understood his allusion. ‘A tsunami struck the Tamil Nadu coast. Here, we had our own 

tsunami, though we’re far from any coast. Plants, animals, all drowned, ma’am, but 

plenty of power, plenty of water, factories, employment. Development, it’s a magic, a 

mantra they call it, ma’am,’ he said, playing it both ways. He wasn’t really sure which 

side I was on.  

‘In many parts of the world there are places like Maanavi that will die silently or 

already have,’ I muttered, trying to come to terms with a sense of déjà vu. It was not an 

unexpected end to my expedition. Not quite. At least, it shouldn’t have been. I was just 

turning back, when some wind-wafted words gently brushed past my ear. Or seemed to.  

“The coracle clings to my swirling waters, circling and circling. Wild, nervy, 

gray-blue eyes peer right into my soul, piercing the gathering gloom. ‘It must be here, it 

must be here,’ he gasps, holds the edge of the boat and bends lower and lower. ‘No, no! 

All gone … He staggers back and squats … Tapering white fingers cradle yellowing 

paper, and gray-blue eyes stare sightlessly at the fading pencil drawing …”  

Perhaps, the river was trying to tell me something. But the guide was steering me 

away, his monotonic gregariousness covering up the nostalgia he could not, perhaps, let 

intrude into a passing interlude with a stranger. ‘One woman and one old man protested. 

The rest of us just went with the flow. There were so many promises...The woman and 

the old man went on hunger strike. The man, he was a Gandhian, you see? But no use. 

There was a groundswell of support for the government. There were promises, you 

understand, of house and land and money. Only the house came through. But I can tell 

you, it wasn’t the house of our dreams. Hmph! The less said about it the better. Anyway, 

I sold the house and made money. I invested the money in land and so the government’s 

promise has worked for me. But few others were so far-sighted or so lucky.’  

‘That old man and that woman. What happened to them?’ I asked, wondering if 

unforeseen adventures were in the offing.  

‘That old man – he disappeared, ma’am. The day before the village was 

evacuated, he just vanished. Mysterious.’  



I nodded. I ought to have known.  

‘All of us others left. Even some podu people – Maanava they were called – from 

the remote hilltop forests, whom we’d rarely seen in Maanavi. They also joined the 

exodus. Keezhnaadu people, they used to call us – the low land ones. Never mingled with 

us, as though we were untouchables. Even they deigned to join us the last time we made 

this trek, going up the Maanavi Cross to catch a bus on the highway. Not a soul stayed 

back. But that woman – she stubbornly stuck on. Neither entreaties nor exhortations 

would move her. But she asked us to take her cow. She must have drowned – the woman. 

But the cow, I wonder who took it. To what avail, the woman’s sacrifice? Who 

remembers her? ... Sorry ma’am,’ he finished gruffly, worry-lines creasing his dark, 

narrow brow. Had he had talked too much? Been a boor, a lout, spoken out of turn?  

‘Where are your village people now?’ I asked, trying to assume a veneer of cheer 

to put him at ease.  

‘You want to see? I’ll show you ma’am,’ the guide replied, relief smoothing out the 

brow. He directed the jeep’s driver through a convoluted route branching off from the 

Bangalore-Mangalore highway and after some hours of a bumpy ride through winding 

bylanes interspersed with bush and hamlets we ended up in a desolate locality, on the 

outskirts of a nascent township, fifty miles east of Maanavi. The erstwhile human 

residents of the land that Bhargavi drowned have been accommodated here in brittle, 

boxed-in, single-bed apartments in a colony of a score blue and yellow or brown and 

yellow, closely packed and compacted matchbox high-rise.  

The guide pointed out the reclusive Maanava, distinguished by their amazing 

physique, dark skin, piercing eyes and brooding countenance. They live in the Hosa 

Belaku – ‘New Light’ Block, rubbing reluctant shoulders with their Keezhnaadu 

counterparts, who have are much less extraordinary in their carriage and appearance. 

The other blocks in the colony accommodate hundreds of indistinguishable ‘others’ – 

folks from other villages who have lost their home, their land, their livelihood, their 

history, and their identity. Residents of other Maanavi clones, identical in demise, but 

once upon a time bubbling centers of distinctive cultures. Shoved out of the lands of their 

birth by a water-, power-, growth- status-hungry monster, they have been dumped in 

this cluster of match-box high-rise that the state has designed to compensate them for 

their loss. From being fishermen, farmers and forest dwellers leading food-secure lives in 

an economy where barter worked and money was only a luxury, they have become 

beggars and debtors owing more than they can pay in several lifetimes.  



Stagnant, stinking sewers and growing garbage dumps that connect the matchbox 

high-rise are fishing grounds and picnic spots for people and their pets. Groups of 

urchins with plastic bags tied to bamboo poles try to catch crab, fish, frog, or maybe even 

a water snake, with some luck. To be grilled and eaten, or sold ‘fresh’ on the main road 

that separates them from the rest of the town. Inured to the squalor, petty shopkeepers 

operating from hastily nailed together wood cabins, or mobile carts put together with 

wheels and parts rescued from the hills of junk that abound in the area, sell their colorful 

ware in polythene packets that the young and old, girls and boys and men, but not the 

women, greedily snip off with their teeth and share with the dogs that slouch around 

wagging their tails.  

The women are conspicuous by their absence. Where are they, I asked an old man 

with a broken leg who was perched precariously on a three foot high wall that ran along a 

sewer: ‘To prevent the rushing children, dogs and occasional pig from falling in,’ he said, 

by way of explaining the wall against which I leaned gingerly. ‘A buffalo and a drunk who 

was riding it drowned in the stagnant water some years ago. His estranged wife made a 

hullaballoo and got an indecent amount as compensation. The corporation built the wall 

then. Cheaper to build a wall than compensate every drunk’s death. Hmph.’ He paused, 

brooded, and returned to my question on his own. ‘As for the women, most leave to far 

off places to work as domestic help at half a dozen or more houses. To keep the fire in 

their hearths burning to douse the fire in the bellies of their men and kids. Hmph. They 

leave before sun rise and return by moonlight.’  

A somnolent truck ambled in and a street-fight – if one can call them streets – the 

slushy, messy, meandering mud roads that clumsily separate the matchbox high-rises – 

ensued, for every drop of potable water delivered by trucks on an irregular schedule is 

precious and has to last till the next truck arrives, ‘tomorrow or the day after, or the day 

after the day after who knows?’ the old man shrugged, his dull eyes, which lit up briefly 

when the truck arrived, darkening with different shades of pain, muted anger and 

disgust.  

‘The village air was so fragrant, so fresh. We had tanks and ponds and lakes to 

swim in, bathe, wash. Our wells were always full of sweet water, like nectar. The peepul 

tree and the sacred grove and the waters of the lakes and ponds were the lungs and 

kidneys of our village. We took care of them and they of us. With our hands and legs 

wasting away with nowhere to go and nothing to do – We’re just waiting for Kaala’s call, 

for Time to quell our desires with Death. What else is there to wait for in this dumpyard 

where the government has offloaded us?’  



‘Are you from Maanavi?’ I ventured. The old man hobbled away without 

answering, then turned back at the end of the block and shouted: ‘Come, they’re staging 

a saamna.’  

The venue the performers had chosen was the path that runs in front of Hosa 

Belaku – the widest of the narrow, slushy mud roads. A growing, motley group of 

youngsters had begun an impromptu performance, probably to keep alive, probably 

because they were still young and wanted to believe that there was something to wait for, 

to look forward to. They were not yet ready to submit themselves to Kaala’s call.  

The full-throated singing of a few quickly turned into raucous sloganeering as 

more and more youngsters ran in to join, and deafening drum beats were added for 

effect. They launched a fiery rhetoric, calling for the authorities to rename the locality. 

The new name the youngsters want is Maanavapura. Their next demand, they say, will 

be for a temple to be built in the locality. No, not to the formless deity of the hilltop 

temple, the epitome of bliss Kannan sang about, but to Maanavendra who taught them 

how to attain that state of bliss.  

I espied the guide who had wandered off, now craning his neck to watch the 

saamna being staged by his erstwhile compatriots. ‘It’s time to leave,’ I signaled, 

unnerved by the sensory bombardment. We bundled ourselves into the jeep and left. The 

clamour of the drums came with us long after all other sights and sounds of Hosa Belaku 

got left behind.  

Susan Paranpyl  

Sydney. 2010.  
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